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Background 


At the March 5, 2010 meeting, the JISC approved the Final IT Governance Framework as 


presented and documented in the “Final JIS IT Governance Framework Executive Overview,” 


with the understanding that the entire amended Framework would be available for review by the 


next JISC meeting on April 23. 


 


The JISC voted to adopt the Framework as presented on March 5, amended as follows: 


 Add AOC as the 4th IT Review Committee for all requests that don’t fall under the 


purview of one of the other three groups. 


 Add the Misdemeanant Corrections Association as the 11th endorsing group. 


 


Final IT Governance Framework Status 


The Final IT Governance Framework reflects the decisions of the JISC at the March 5 meeting. 


An electronic version of the Framework has been provided to JISC members. Substantive 


supporting materials are published under separate cover in the Framework appendices. The 


appendices are available to JISC members upon request. 


 


For additional information or access to the Framework appendices, contact Kathleen Wyer, 


AOC IT Governance Project Manager at (360) 705-5281 or Kathleen.Wyer@courts.wa.gov. 
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A. Executive Summary 


“Establishing governance and setting up decision-making models  


will give us clarity, consistency, and feedback." 


Justice Fairhurst, Chair 


Judicial Information System Committee 


April 17, 2009 


Introduction 


Information Technology (IT) Governance is about how IT investment decisions are made, 


communicated and overseen. IT Governance is defined as “specifying the decision rights and 


accountability framework to encourage desirable behavior in using IT,” by Peter Weill and Jeanne 


W. Ross, leading authorities on IT Governance. With an established IT Governance process, the 


Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC) can assure IT investment decisions align with the 


business plan and IT strategy, and that the IT Governance process provides clear guidance, 


repeatable processes and measurable outcomes. 


 


The Final IT Governance Framework provides a structure and process to guide implementation of 


a new IT Governance model, which will enable effective, efficient and transparent IT investment 


decision-making for Washington Courts. At the March 5, 2010 Judicial Information System 


Committee (JISC) meeting, the JISC approved the Final IT Governance Framework as described 


in the “Final JIS IT Governance Framework Executive Overview” (see Appendix J). The complete 


“Final IT Governance Framework” document contained herein fully describes the Framework at a 


level of detail to support its implementation. 


Background 


In June 2009, a draft IT Governance Framework was approved by the JISC and AOC executive 


leadership. Since then, through an initiative of the AOC Information Services Division (ISD), AOC 


has worked to clarify, refine and build out the Framework in preparation for implementation. 


Major Activities and Accomplishments 


The following key IT Governance activities clarified and refined the draft Framework: 


 Obtained guidance about the IT Governance needs of the court communities from 


Governance Advisory Panels with broad representation from various levels and types of 


courts 


 Developed an easy to follow, streamlined, repeatable and transparent  IT Governance 


process 


 Defined clear roles and consistent rules for stakeholders in the IT Governance process 


 Validated the completeness and usability of the Framework with proof of concept 


exercises 
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IT Governance Overview 


IT Governance specifies the authority levels and creates an accountability framework that 


encourages desirable use of IT, which maximizes value and minimizes risk for the organization. 


Ideal IT Governance is a transparent process driven by a business plan, IT strategy, and clear 


and repeatable processes, with measurable outcomes that address both AOC and court user 


needs. 


 


The IT Governance Framework was founded on commonly accepted business principles that 


promote business-IT alignment, stakeholder ownership and buy-in, accountability, transparency, 


collaboration, flexibility, sustainability, and structured processes. These principles are consistent 


with industry best practices and proven IT Governance frameworks. 


 


In addition, existing policies, goals and objectives guided development of the IT Governance 


Framework, including JISC rules and policies, Access to Justice Technology Principles and 


Principal Policy Goals of the Washington State Judicial Branch. 


IT Governance Framework 


An IT Governance Framework defines both structure and process for IT governing bodies to 


classify IT requests, apply criteria and thresholds, determine the appropriate levels of authority 


and accountability and establish a foundation for IT investment decision making. The Framework 


supports the business needs of the courts by aligning IT investment decision-making with the 


strategic direction of AOC and the Washington courts community. 


 


A core element of the IT Governance Framework is the process workflow for IT requests. The 


process workflow shows how a request progresses through each step of the IT Governance 


process, the relationships between decision points and possible process outcomes. Refer to 


Appendix C of the full report for IT Request Process diagrams. 


 


The five steps in the IT Governance process are: 


Step 1) Initiate – Initiate an incident or project request from the client user community. 


Step 2) Endorse – Affirm the request is reasonable and viable to move it forward for 


analysis. 


Step 3) Analyze – Ensure sufficient supporting documentation exists by having AOC staff 


analyze, assess and augment the request prior to review by recommending bodies. 


Step 4) Recommend – Filter and score by IT Review committees against predefined criteria 


to create a prioritized list of IT requests. 


Step 5) Schedule – Compare all recommended requests to determine the scheduling of 
action subject to delegated authority, resource availability and approved budget. 


 


Throughout each step of the process, request status and decisions will be communicated to those 


directly involved and those who have a stake, or interest, in the process. Preplanned operational 


activity supported by ISD will be addressed outside the IT Governance process (e.g., scheduled 


system maintenance, data administration activities.)  
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Key attributes of the IT Governance Framework include: 


 Incidents/Mandates – Incidents are unplanned interruptions or reduction in quality of an 


IT service. In addition to Incidents, mandated requests (e.g., legislation, court rule) and 


other critical requests will be expedited or “fast-tracked.” 


 Site-Specific Rules – Individual courts and court communities of interest have the 


flexibility to define site-specific rules regarding who can initiate and/or endorse a request.  


 Endorsement by Community of Interest – Enables court associations or committees to 


review requests, determine their potential broader impacts and affirm the request is valid 


to move forward for analysis. 


 Preliminary Analysis – AOC-ISD staff will provide initial scope and cost “ballpark” 


analysis to the IT request endorser; decisions to support for further consideration will be 


based on the results of full analysis that evaluates project scope, cost, complexity, benefits 


and risks. 


 Prioritization by new IT Review Committees – Appellate Courts, Superior Courts, 


Courts of Limited Jurisdiction, and State Court Administrator IT Review committees will 


review and prioritize requests on a regular (likely quarterly) basis. 


 Recommendations by IT Review Committee – The new IT Review committees will 


provide recommendation to advance a request for scheduling either with a unanimous 


approval or with pros and cons, or decline the request with a unanimous decision. 


 Authority – JISC is responsible for approving all JIS requests. However, JISC delegates 


authority based on the thresholds identified in the JIS Delegation Matrix. Similarly, the 


Appellate Courts and AOC have an IT Governance Framework that meets their specific 


needs. Refer to Appendix E for more information about the delegation matrices. 


 Decision to Schedule – Requests that have been advanced from the Recommend step 


will be scheduled, pended for later scheduling or returned to the appropriate 


recommending body for additional consideration. 


 


Key benefits of the IT Governance Framework include: 


 The IT Governance process is simplified, consistent and repeatable: 


 The Framework is designed to allow a request to go through the process with 


enough information to make reasoned, well-informed decisions in a streamlined 


and consistent manner.  


 IT requests are assessed and solutions proposed that: 


 Maximize business value and benefit  


 Minimize potential risks 


 Provide a positive cost-benefit analysis and desirable return on investment 


 Leverage existing IT portfolio assets and technology expertise 


 Optimize use of existing resources 


 Align with enterprise architecture and other technology-related standards. 
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 Open and ongoing communication provides transparency and ensures stakeholders are 


informed of request status and decisions throughout the request process.  


 Court communities are engaged at critical decision points throughout the request process. 


This includes initiating requests, endorsing requests through endorsing committees and 


evaluating and prioritizing requests through IT Review recommending committees. 


Recommended Success Strategies 


To guide and support successful implementation of the new IT Governance Framework, the 


following strategies are recommended: 


 Create a simple and repeatable process that is easy to understand and use. 


 Promote transparency and open communication throughout the process. 


 Use the IT Governance process unchanged for a minimum of 12 months, allowing 


stakeholders the time to learn, assess, and plan for improvements. 


Although this Executive Summary highlights just a few recommendations, the full body of this 


report contains an expanded Recommendations section, which provides additional detail and 


highlights recommendations from other IT Governance deliverables. 


JISC Guidance Required 


To effectively establish and launch a new IT Governance process, the following guidance is 


needed from JISC over the March to June 2010 timeframe: 


 Establish and communicate a JIS budget 


 Confirm business priorities 


 Identify priority projects 


 Endorse IT strategic direction 


 Champion IT Governance Framework 


Next Steps 


To ensure successful implementation of the new IT Governance Framework, the following needs 


to occur: 


 Create and charter IT Review committees 


 Conduct necessary training 


 Establish operational (AOC internal) IT Governance processes (April – June 2010) 


 Provide initial support for new IT Governance process for court communities (July 2010) 


 Develop automated system for IT request capture, tracking and reporting 
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B. Introduction  


Information Technology (IT) Governance is about how IT investment decisions are made, 


communicated and overseen. For the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC), that means “the 


processes, roles, and responsibilities by which IT investment decisions are made to support and 


serve the business needs of the courts.” 


 


IT Governance should be driven by a business plan, align with an IT strategy, and provide clear 


guidance, repeatable processes and measurable outcomes. To be most effective, IT Governance 


should: 


 Establish the basis for project oversight, approval and measurement – including defining 


roles and accountability, policies and standards, and associated processes. 


 Evaluate investment proposals to select those that are the best expenditure of funds and 


scarce resources, and are within the organization‟s ability to deliver. 


 Define the desired business outcomes, benefits and value (e.g., the business measures of 


success and overall value proposition). 


 Control project scope and funding. 


 Monitor project progress, stakeholder commitment, and results achieved. 


 Measure the outputs, outcomes, benefits and value – against both the plan and 


measurable expectations. 


 Act to „steer‟ projects into the organization, remove obstacles, manage the critical success 


factors and remediate project or benefit-realization shortfalls. 


 Develop the organization‟s project delivery capability – continually building and enhancing 


its ability to deliver more complex and challenging projects in less time and for less cost 


while generating the maximum value. 


 


Successful implementation of IT Governance will depend, in part, on integrating the governance 


process and disciplines with processes being developed as part of the AOC Information Services 


Division (ISD) Project Management Office (PMO), Information Technology Portfolio Management 


(ITPM) and Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) initiatives. Figure 1 on the following page 


shows the inter-relationships of these key initiatives underway in ISD as part of the ISD 


Transformation project. 


 


IT Governance  PMO 


IT Governance drives PMO. Projects approved through IT Governance go to the PMO, which 


then delivers, controls, and monitors them. 
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Project 
Management 


Office


Portfolio 
Management


IT
Governance  


ITPM  IT Governance  PMO 


IT portfolio management begins with assessment of current assets. Decisions on future assets 


are made through the IT Governance process. As part of the evaluation, ISD must determine 


which assets to keep, what to replace based on their continuing value, and whether the financial 


investment for replacement is worth the cost. 


The three elements depend on each other to be 


most effective. Without established IT 


Governance processes, the PMO may lack 


clear direction. If the PMO does not deliver, the 


portfolio may not be complete or valid. Portfolio 


management is an outcome of both IT 


Governance and the PMO. Implementation of 


these three initiatives within ISD with special 


attention to their interdependencies will result in 


a higher likelihood of aligning IT investments 


with the business strategy and priorities of the 


courts. 


 


Enterprise Architecture Management 


  ITPM  IT Governance  PMO 


In addition to the interdependency between IT 


Governance, PMO and ITPM, the fourth highly 


integrated element of the IT organization is 


EAM. EAM establishes the standards and protocols that 


guide IT Governance investment decisions, the 


composition of the Portfolio and the solutions implemented 


by the PMO. 


 


IT Governance requires both structure and process to guide IT investment decisions, to make 


those decisions transparent to the broader court community and ensure investments solve 


business problems and align with the strategic direction of the Judicial Information System 


Committee (JISC) and AOC. The goal of AOC‟s IT Governance Initiative is to deploy a 


governance framework and accountability structure that promotes effective IT investment 


decisions through: 


 Transparency – requiring ongoing communication.  


 Delegation – to appropriate authority levels. 


 Process – followed consistently by all participants. 


 


IT Governance should not be a static endeavor. While the goals of governance are fixed, the 
structure and methods need to be flexible and evolving to accommodate changes in policy, 
funding, timelines, and expectations. 


  


Figure 1. 
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C. Purpose 


The purpose of the Final IT Governance Framework is to refine and expand upon the Interim 


Framework and provide sufficient detail for implementation. 


 


On June 26, 2009, the JISC voted to approve the draft IT Governance Framework, amended to 


eliminate the proposed Judicial Technology Advisory (JTA) Committee. They also approved a 


revised IT Governance Delegation Matrix (e.g., JTA removed). Refer to Appendix E for additional 


description of delegated authorities. 


 


The objective for developing the Interim IT Governance Framework was to add enough detail to 


the June 2009 Framework to engage stakeholders in a dialogue about what questions need to be 


asked, what data needs to be collected, what options should be considered, and what authorities 


and accountabilities need to be in place in the Final IT Governance Framework. 


 


The Final IT Governance Framework builds upon important themes, recommendations, and 


considerations introduced in the Interim Framework, such as: 


 Framework – refined and elaborated upon through court community input, AOC expertise, 


and industry best practices. 


 IT request process – tested and improved to reflect real-world processes and 


considerations for each step of the request process. 


 Existing policies and procedures – in-depth review guided recommendations for aligning 


IT Governance decisions with IT and business strategy and development of a draft 


Charter template for new IT Governance structures. 


 Tools – identified policies, procedures and technology needed to implement and support 


the new IT Governance process. 


 Exception Handling – described processes and procedures to handle exceptions 


throughout the IT Governance process. 


 Participants – identified participants in each step of the IT request process and outlined 


their roles and responsibilities. 


 Metrics – developed preliminary metrics to capture the value and benefits of IT 


Governance. 
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D. Approach 


In developing the Final IT Governance Framework, the Interim Framework as described in the 


previous section titled “Purpose,” was reviewed and revised to reflect additional court community 


and AOC input. Each component of the process was subjected to a more in-depth analysis and 


evaluation. IT Governance best practices (e.g., COBIT®, Val ITTM, ITIL®) have been incorporated 


into the Final Framework to guide alignment of business practices with the IT Governance needs 


of Washington State Courts. 


 


Existing IT Governance policies, procedures, tools, and templates have been identified and 


analyzed. As part of a separate IT Governance Initiative deliverable, the “PMO Integration 


Report,” a plan was developed to address cross-initiative integration considerations within AOC-


ISD. Additionally, the IT Governance Framework was reviewed with court stakeholders through 


the IT Governance Advisory Panel sessions and with AOC staff throughout the course of the 


project. 


Key Activities in Support of the IT Governance Framework: 


The following activities contributed to the development of the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Refined and elaborated upon the Interim IT Governance Framework. 


 Identified and documented impacts and issues that could influence the Framework. 


 Identified groups and individuals involved in the IT Governance process and described 


their roles and responsibilities. 


 Developed concepts of tools, templates and process descriptions. 


 Identified preliminary IT Governance reporting and metrics. 


 Reviewed IT Governance ISD Transformation project artifacts with the project team. 


 Reviewed and validated IT Governance processes with court stakeholder communities. 


 Reviewed selection criteria and delegated authorities with the AOC-ISD Project 
Management Office (PMO). 


 
To accomplish these activities, the IT Governance project team conducted research and 


interviewed AOC staff to learn about current and past governance processes, tools used, and 


future needs. Refer to Appendix A for a listing of related meetings, interviews, and discussions. 


 


An IT Governance Framework is established for each of the three key IT Governance stakeholder 


groups: JIS, Appellate Courts and AOC. Although the primary focus of this document and the 


Framework is on JIS governance, the Appellate Courts and internal AOC IT Governance 


structures will have distinct roles and responsibilities, predominately similar to the JIS roles and 


responsibilities. Throughout this document, distinctions are made where appropriate for the 


different governance frameworks. The fundamental differences are found in the roles and 


responsibilities for the Endorse and Recommend steps of the IT request process (e.g., who 


endorses and who recommends) as well as the differences in the delegation matrices. Refer to 


Appendix E for a description of each of the delegation matrices and a table highlighting 


stakeholder roles and responsibilities for each group.  
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The following table provides context to the breadth of potential stakeholder involvement in the IT 


Governance process for the Washington courts in relation to the steps of the IT Governance 


process: 


 


IT Governance Process Breadth of Stakeholder Involvement 


Initiate Step 1 - 24,000 court community JIS clients 


Endorse Step 1 of 11 court-based Endorsing Committees 


Analyze Step 1 - 50 AOC-ISD and other AOC staff 


Recommend Step 1 of 4 IT Review Committees 


Schedule Step JISC or delegated authority 


 


The “ISD - Business Blueprint Process and Procedure” provided in the IT Governance Proof of 


Concept Report, identifies the various phases in the lifecycle of an IT request, the participants in 


each of those phases, and the process flows associated with each phase of the lifecycle. The 


Blueprint describes the following ISD stakeholders and functions:  


ISD Operations 


The ISD Operations group is responsible for the review and response to all Incident ticket 


requests submitted into the AOC Right Now! Incident management system or the AOC Help 


Desk. They are also responsible for review and response to submitted Change Requests or 


Known Errors. 


IT Service Manager (ITSM) 


The new ISD ITSM will fulfill the role of first point of contact for IT requests entering ISD. This 


role will ensure each request is complete, is not a duplicate of an existing project or previously 


submitted request, and is analyzed (triaged) as quickly as possible. 


Operations Control Board (OCB) 


The OCB will be comprised of a combined group of ISD functional managers, representatives 


from PMO, ITPM, and EAM, and other AOC staff as appropriate. OCB members will 


participate in the review and analysis of requests put forward by the Endorsers. The ITSM will 


be responsible for coordinating and overseeing the work of the OCB. 


Project Management Office (PMO) 


The PMO is responsible for all Project Delivery at ISD.   


Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM) 


AOC requires an Enterprise Architecture framework and process to ensure that IT applications 


developed and implemented at AOC have an enterprise-wide perspective. The Enterprise 


Architecture framework and supporting activities will result in ISD management capabilities 
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and related processes necessary to develop and control the business, information, 


application, and technical architectures that in turn provide standards and guidance for the 


design and deployment of applications and services across the organization.  


Portfolio Management 


Portfolio Management provides the decision-making data, processes and framework for 


defining IT assets into portfolios and managing these IT portfolios to achieve AOC business 


goals. Over time, Portfolio Management will support the long-term goal of being able to 


properly manage, monitor and measure the costs and performance of IT assets. 


 


The Final IT Governance Framework provides a description of IT Governance principles, goals, 


objectives, delegated authorities, classifications, filters, criteria, committees and IT request 


process workflow. The following section describes these Framework components in detail, 


elaborated upon from the Interim Framework, reflecting industry best practices and the guidance 


and feedback from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC staff and the JISC. Refer to 


Appendix A for a listing of stakeholder interviews and Advisory Panel participants. 
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E. Final IT Governance Framework Overview 


The remainder of this report describes the Final IT Governance Framework in detail. It contains 


the following sections: 


IT Governance Architecture – the business goals and IT strategies that drive alignment of IT 


investments with business priorities for value realization. 


IT Governance Framework – the IT Governance Framework as approved by the JISC and 


the AOC Leadership Team in June 2009; updated to reflect requested changes and additional 


guidance. 


IT Governance Model – an expanded outline of the accepted framework, incorporating 


additional structure, guidance and illustrations of the draft model. 


IT Governance Tool – a description of, and set of guidelines regarding, the future “to-be” 


state and the composition and interaction between technology, policy, process and procedure. 


Implementation Considerations – a summary description of the anticipated approach, timing 


and sequencing of the implementation of the new IT Governance model into a production 


environment. 


Recommendations – a listing of recommendations for implementation of the new IT 


Governance Framework, drawn from various IT Governance deliverables. 


1. IT Governance Architecture 


IT Governance Architecture provides a description of the business goals and IT strategies that will 


drive alignment of IT investments with business need and guide achievement of resultant value 


for AOC and the Washington courts community. The IT Governance Architecture was reviewed 


with the JIS IT Governance Advisory Panel participants in their initial session in November 2009 


and changes to the original framework were reflected in the Interim IT Governance Framework 


published in February 2010. 


 


Whereas most organizations embrace the concept of strategic planning and agree that IT 


investments need to align with the organizational or “business” strategy, few organizations are 


successful in demonstrating how their IT investments actually align with their business strategy. 


These organizations are also challenged to quantify how those investments add value to the 


organization. This is why so many governance structures across private sector, government and 


non-profits perennially question what value they have received in return for their IT dollars. 


Therefore, it is imperative for a successful IT Governance Framework to be built upon an 


architecture that ensures business and IT strategies, policies, priorities and metrics guide and 


enable strategic alignment. 


 


The IT Governance Architecture provides an overview of how to align IT investments with 


business goals and objectives to maximize the value, quality, and use of an organization‟s IT 


assets (e.g., applications, data, technology, people.) The Architecture also includes a summary of 


key business objectives, principal policy goals of the Judicial Branch, Access to Justice 
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Technology Principles, and a description of the key IT Governance principles necessary to 


support those objectives. 


 


In addition to the strategic alignment, the IT Governance Architecture needs to assure technology 


alignment of IT investments with the existing IT Portfolio, Enterprise Architecture and other 


technical standards. To do so, at a minimum, the following need to be in place: 


 A defined IT Portfolio with a complete inventory of assets 


 A defined Enterprise Architecture with standards and guidelines that support individual 


reference architectures and promote consistency and reusability (e.g., technologies, data 


exchange protocols, security standards) 


 


Strategic Alignment – SAM  


The Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) was developed by Henderson and Venkatraman (1993) to 


“conceptualize and direct the area of strategic management of IT.” The SAM shows the 


interrelationships between IT Strategy, Business Strategy, Organizational Infrastructure and 


Processes, and IT Infrastructure and Processes. The following SAM diagram (Figure 2) has been 


embellished to include strategies, processes and other components specific to AOC and the 


enterprise of Washington Courts communities. Although not an exhaustive representation, this 


diagram visually portrays how the interrelationships between strategy and operations can relate to 


the AOC and Washington courts IT environment: 


Figure 2. Strategic Alignment Model applied to Washington Courts 


HENSERSON J.C. AND VENKATRAMAN N., 1993,  


Strategic alignment: leveraging Information Technology for transforming organizations”,  


IBM Systems Journal, vol. 32, nr. 1; diagram adapted to change IS to IT.  
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Strategic Alignment – JIS Policies, Principles and Objectives 


In addition to the JISC Rules, Bylaws and authorizing statute, RCW 2.68.050 (Electronic access 


to judicial information), various principles, policies and objectives currently direct IT investment 


decision making for Washington Courts. Several of these are profiled in the table on the following 


page. Refer to Appendix I for additional information on IT Governance principles and policies. 


 


Access to Justice  


Technology 


Principles
(1)


 


Judicial Branch 


Principal Policy 


Goals
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AOC IT  
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(2)
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ISD Business 


Objectives: ISD 


Transformation
(2)


 


Requirement of Access 


to Justice 


Fair and Effective 


Administration of Justice 


in All Civil and Criminal 


Cases 


ISD has new 


management, a strong 


sense of purpose, and 


renewed vigor with 


enthusiasm to deliver. 


ISD can become a 


strategic partner to the 


courts and their provider 


of choice for high value 


IT services. 


Efficiently delivers 


services to the courts, 


providing greater value 


despite limited 


resources. 
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services based on 


defined customer 


priorities 


Technology and Just 


Results 


Accessibility  Is viewed by its 


customers as a strategic 


partner that has a deep 


understanding of their 


needs and proactively 


offers solutions that 


address their toughest 


problems. 


Reorganize ISD to add 


key functions and better 


align the organization 


with customer groups - 


this will enable the 


delivery of solutions that 


better meet customer 


needs 


Openness and Privacy Access to Necessary 


Representation 


 Is the provider of IT 


services that courts look 


to first for new solutions 


because it consistently 


delivers on expectations 


Mature ISD by 


implementing 


governance, developing 


new capabilities, 


establishing new 


functions and acquiring 


required skills - this will 


allow the delivery of 


higher value services 


more efficiently 


Assuring a Neutral 


Forum 


Commitment to Effective 


Court Management  


  Modernize the JIS 


applications to provide 


greater functionality, and 


improve integrity, 


reliability, maintenance, 


and standardization 


Maximizing Public 


Awareness and Use and 


Best Practices 


Appropriate Staffing and 


Support 


   


(1)
 Refer to Appendix I  – “IT Governance Principles and Policies” for the complete “Access to Justice Technology 


Principles” and “Principal Policy Goals of the Washington State Judicial Branch” 


(2)
 Extracted from the ISD Strategic Vision, “State of Washington Administrative Office of the Courts, ISD Business 


Planning and Governance Business Plan,” Approved July 20, 2009 


(http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf) and the “State of 


Washington Administrative Office of the Courts ISD Business Planning and Governance IT Strategy,”  


July 20, 2009 


(http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Final%20Ve


rsion%206-26-09.pdf)  



http://www.courts.wa.gov/court_rules/?fa=court_rules.list&group=ga&set=JISCR

http://www.courts.wa.gov/committee/?fa=committee.display&item_id=478&committee_id=74

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/RCW/default.aspx?cite=2.68

http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf

http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Final%20Version%206-26-09.pdf

http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Final%20Version%206-26-09.pdf
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Strategic Alignment – ISD Transformation Objectives & Guiding Principles 


In addition to the aforementioned goals, principles, policies and objectives, there are also clear 


benefits and target outcomes which AOC-ISD is actively striving to achieve through the ISD 


Transformation project, which is a multi-year, multi-initiative effort to implement the operational 


plan activities (OPAs) outlined in the June 2009 ISD Operational Plan. The ISD Business Plan 


outlines the following benefits ISD expects to attain from the Transformation: 


 Increased Court process efficiency – The combination of Court process standardization 
and new system functionality will eliminate work-around and drive efficiencies in Court 
processes.  


 Increased responsiveness to customer needs – The ISD organization will have more 
flexible systems. ISD will be able to quickly adapt to new or changing customer needs.  


 Enhanced judicial decision-making – ISD will provide Courts with better quality 
information, reporting and analysis, allowing them to make more informed decisions.  


 Greater customer satisfaction – Court users will be more satisfied with the services 
provided. User satisfaction is critical to the success of a system. ISD will have the 
capability to set, manage and deliver on expectations and this will drive up customer 
satisfaction.  


 


Refer to http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf 


for a complete copy of the ISD Business Plan. 


 


To achieve the desired benefits of the ISD Transformation, the ISD IT Strategy provided the 


following guiding principles: 


 Baseline project management capabilities must be developed first, so that all subsequent 
initiatives can be successfully executed. 


 The organizational structure must be redesigned so it can accommodate and support the 
development of new capabilities. 


 Key organizational capabilities must be matured before ISD can successfully implement 
new JIS technology. 


 The length of time during which new or modified applications and legacy applications are 
supported in parallel must be minimized. 


 The timing of initiatives must accommodate resource and funding limitations and allow 
time for ISD to absorb organizational change. 


 


Refer to 
http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Fi


nal%20Version%206-26-09.pdf for a complete copy of the ISD IT Strategy. 


 


Over time, as business and technology strategies, goals and objectives are reviewed and revised, 


their alignment with IT Governance needs to be assessed and updated as needed. 


  



http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf

http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Final%20Version%206-26-09.pdf

http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/PublicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap%20Bulletin/E&Y%20IT%20Strategy%20Final%20Version%206-26-09.pdf
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Strategic Alignment – Val IT© IT Governance Framework 


In support of the IT Governance Architecture and the need for strategic alignment of IT, an 


industry leading IT Governance framework – the Val IT© IT Governance Framework – provides 


mechanisms to guide and validate this alignment. 


 


Val IT provides a comprehensive and robust framework to assure that organizations can align 


strategically and also demonstrate the value of that alignment. 


 


The following questions are key to the Val IT Framework: 


 Strategy:  Are we doing the right things? 


 Architecture:  Are we doing them the right way? 


 Delivery:  Are we getting them done well? 


 Value:  Are we getting the benefits? 


 


Refer to Appendix F-4 for additional information on industry leading IT Governance practices and 


frameworks and a diagram that shows how strategic alignment is facilitated and supported by the 


Val IT© IT Governance Framework.  
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Strategic Alignment – SWOT Analysis 


The SWOT Analysis is a valuable tool commonly used for high-level organizational, situation or 
problem analysis. In developing a SWOT Analysis, strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and 
threats are placed on a four-square grid, providing a holistic view of the analysis on a single page. 
Analysis of strengths and weaknesses focus on influences from an internal perspective and 
analysis of opportunities and threats focus on influences from an external perspective. 
 
This tool is particularly useful for presenting complex issues in a simple format. An example of a 
SWOT Analysis for AOC-ISD was incorporated in the “ISD Strategic Vision” document and is 
shown in Figure 3 below:  


 “ISD's strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats were taken into consideration when 


determining the path towards the future state. The IT Strategy shores up weaknesses, 


mitigates threats and capitalizes on opportunities.” 


 


Strengths: 


 IT Operations Management 


 Disaster Recovery 


 Application Maintenance 


Opportunities: 


 Availability of Skilled Resources 


 Next Generation commercial off the 
shelf (COTS) systems 


Weaknesses: 


 Complex Application and Data 
Architecture 


 Lack of Customer Alignment 


 Missing or Ineffective Governance 
Bodies 


 Lack of Process Definition and 
Standardization 


 Weak Security Controls 


Threats: 


 Loss of State Funding 


 Customers Using Other IT Service 
Providers 


 Low Customer Credibility 


 High Variability of Court Processes 
 


 
ISD Strategic Vision, “State of Washington Administrative Office of the Courts, ISD Business Planning and 
Governance Business Plan,” Approved July 20, 2009 
(http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf)  


Figure 3.  


 


Performing a SWOT analysis with a focus on IT Governance, augmented by simple metrics, will 


aid AOC in efforts to measure and communicate its success at strategic alignment and value 


gained through implementation of a new IT Governance process.  



http://www.courts.wa.gov/content/publicUpload/JIS%20Roadmap/ISD%20Business%20Plan.pdf
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IT 
Governance


Strategically 
Aligned


Ownership 
& Authority


Accountable 
& 


Transparent


Colaborative 
Flexible & 
Evolving


Simple & 
Sustainable


Structured 
& 


Automated


IT Governance Principles 


The IT Governance Principles, refined from the PMO Deployment Roadmap (Deliverable #3 


Findings and Recommendations) are consistent with industry best and proven practices and 


are grouped into high-level categories as follows: 


Strategically aligned 


 Strategic Alignment – Ensures governance  


processes are aligned with business priorities 


and reflect the strategic direction of the 


JISC and AOC accordingly. 


Ownership and authority 


 Ownership – Decision makers and other 


stakeholders clearly understand their 


discreet role in the governance process and 


the roles of others. Leadership takes 


ownership of the governance model and 


tools, and facilitates future reviews and 


improvements.  


The ownership principle aligns with the 


accountability principle by ensuring  


IT Governance processes are integrated  


within existing AOC governance and management 


processes.                 Figure 4. 


 Authority – A consolidated approach provides clearer authority based on a common IT 


Governance framework.  


 Mandated Authority – A designated IT Governance authority and supporting 


governance structures will establish priorities, manage key issues and make decisions 


relating to the selection and management of requests, initiatives, and projects. The 


mandate should enable the development of principles, standards, operational policies 


and procedures across the broader ISD environment.  


 Federated Model – A federated IT Governance model brings together stakeholders, 


providers and users to govern the development and implementation of an IT 


Governance framework. The federated model seeks to network and integrate 


participants rather than remove authority and replace it with a centralized approach. 


 Central Governance – ISD will ensure that the processes include all relevant elements 


of IT Governance. ISD will serve as the “first line” of analysis, staff support and 


management for initiatives, requests, or projects arising from the stakeholder 


communities/committees or subcommittees.  
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Accountable and transparent 


 Accountable – The governance bodies and other participants in the governance 


process must operate in a clear and transparent way to promote trust in the process for 


managing requests and any resulting initiatives or projects.  


 Transparent – Communication throughout the steps of the governance process ensures 


greater visibility into the decision making process, not just the resultant decision. 


Transparency also involves informing each step of the process, equipping participants 


with the appropriate information, tools, and other resources needed to execute each 


step. 


Collaborative, flexible, evolving 


 Collaborative, Flexible, Evolving – ISD‟s approach to IT Governance needs to evolve 


over time – allowing participants and stakeholders to continue to operate IT Governance 


solutions that meet their specific business needs while respecting the need to 


accommodate transition to the future IT Governance Framework. 


 Scope of Governance – The range of participants and level of participation should 


evolve over time as the IT Governance framework is established, beginning with a 


strong focus on core users and other select groups.  


Simple and sustainable 


 Directed Evolution – Based on a learning process that guides gains in governance 


maturity, it is imperative that the governance model be established, allowed to operate 


for a given period, and assessed formally on an ongoing basis. Assessment will be 


guided by predetermined performance metrics. 


 Keep it Simple – Processes, frameworks, models, and tools all need to be developed 


and evolved to the most simple state, in support of the business needs of Washington 


Courts. Complexity can easily result in crippling the governance process and may have 


significant negative impact on its effectiveness and ability to be sustained. 


Structured and automated 


 Standards, Policies and Procedures – Standards, policies and procedures must be 


created in collaboration with all stakeholder groups – not driven top down from a central 


agency. At the same time, such an approach must be based on the ultimate acceptance 


of minimum, ISD-wide standards. 


 


For the purposes of these IT Governance principles, participants are defined as individuals 


and groups that have an active role in some aspect of the IT Governance process. 


Stakeholders are defined as individuals and groups that may be participants in the IT 


Governance process or otherwise have an interest in the IT Governance process or its 


outcomes. 
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Current IT Governance 


In general, current IT Governance processes are guided by policies and procedures and 


predominately-informal processes that provide both objective and subjective evaluation of IT 


requests. 


 


The following systems are currently supported by AOC for their client communities to submit 


new IT requests and for AOC to manage the requests: 


 eService is a web-based client interface supported by the RightNow! System. This 


system is supported by the Help Desk and maintained by the AOC Judicial Services 


Division (JSD). It allows system users to submit requests that are incident in nature. 


Error reports and change requests that are more than a simple fix are also input into 


an ISD system called ClearQuest. 


 ClearQuest is an application utilized by AOC-ISD staff to track and manage known 


errors and change requests.  


 Concept Overview (CO) is a web-based SharePoint technology application used by 


AOC-ISD to track and manage requests for projects. Concept Overview, previously 


named New Concept Overview, is managed by the PMO and to date has been used 


on a limited basis within AOC. 


 


Historically, AOC‟s internal IT Governance has operated within a subset of the IT Governance 


structures of JIS and has been guided by primarily manual processes. Future JIS IT 


Governance processes, Appellate Courts-specific IT Governance processes, and AOC 


internal IT Governance processes will all be utilizing common terminology and high-level 


process workflows. However, these governance processes will differ in elements such as 


thresholds applied, complexity of the client user communities served and diversity of systems 


supported. 
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2. IT Governance Framework 


IT Governance focuses on the alignment of IT decisions with the overall organizational strategy 


and the delivery of value from those decisions. IT Governance provides the framework by which 


IT investment decisions are made, communicated and overseen.  


 


The Final Framework depicts the general outline and composition of the IT Governance Model. It 


includes updates and refinement to draft Framework elements and the subsequent Interim 


Framework to reflect requested changes and additional guidance. 


 


The Framework components were essential to developing the inputs, facilitating the dialogue, and 


documenting the outputs of the eight IT Governance Advisory Panel sessions held between 


November 2009 and January 2010. Refer to Appendix A for a listing of panel participants. 


Purpose 


The Framework creates both a structure and a process for IT governing bodies to classify 


requests, apply criteria and thresholds and determine the appropriate levels of authority and 


accountability.  


Components 


The Framework is comprised of a set of policies, processes, tools, and templates, including: 


 IT request and decision-making processes and workflows. 


 IT request classification guidelines. 


 Delegated authorities and accountabilities. 


 Decision criteria, filters, and thresholds.  


 Stakeholder group definitions and their associated roles and responsibilities.  


Functions 


The Framework is used to identify, evaluate, prioritize and authorize IT requests: 


 Identify – identify a business need that describes a problem or an opportunity that 


requires a technology solution, a “request.” 


 Evaluate – assess the validity, viability, and value of the request. 


 Prioritize – determine relative importance, urgency, and value of the request in 


comparison to other requests and current investments or initiatives. 


 Authorize – approving action on a request, either scheduling action or pending action 
until the schedule, budget, or other resource availability permit action. 


 


The IT Governance Framework is also used to communicate the status of IT requests to 


stakeholders and the appropriate client user communities as needed throughout the decision 


making process.  
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The following section provides additional detail describing how the IT Governance Framework 


is used.  


IT Request Process Workflow Overview 


The IT Request Process Workflow describes how, through IT Governance, requests are 


evaluated, prioritized, and authorized for action. It also describes the structure and process for 


classifying requests and applying criteria to determine the appropriate levels of authority and 


accountability. These criteria form the basis upon which future IT investments decisions will be 


made – from operational break-fix situations to the creation of new applications that replace 


core system functionality. 


 


The diagram shown in Figure 5 below, describes the high-level IT Governance process. 


These generalized governance processes were reviewed and accepted by the JISC and AOC 


in June 2009. This diagram and the related IT Request Process Diagrams presented in 


Appendix C were used, in part, to inform and engage stakeholders in discussions about 


implementing a new IT Governance Framework for the Washington State Courts.  


 


 


 


 
 


 
 


Figure 5.  


Fast-track 


Go


Return


/ Pend


Return


 Change 


/ New 


  Incident  


Request


Yes


Deny


Support
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Advance


Decide


Communication to Initiator, Endorser, AOC, Communities of Interest, IT Review Committees and JISC


  ScheduleRecommendAnalyzeEndorseInitiate


Decline


Information Technology Governance Process


NOTES:  Informing occurs throughout the governance process.


                Incidents are unplanned interruptions or reduction in quality of an IT service. 


                In addition to Incidents, mandated requests and other critical requests will be “fast-tracked”.
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


Further refinement of Framework elements and contributions provided through stakeholder 


engagement sessions have resulted in improvements to the IT Request Process steps as 


described in this document. 


 
 


 
 


A summary description of each of these processes follows with additional detailed description 


provided in Section 3, “IT Governance Model.” 


 


The five steps in the IT Governance process are: 


Step 1) Initiate – Initiate an incident or project request from the client user community by 


submitting proper background and documentation of the business problem or 


opportunity prior to seeking endorsement. General incidents that disrupt normal 


work, mandated requests, and other requests critical in nature are expedited  


(“fast-tracked”) through the request process. 


Step 2) Endorse – Affirm the request is reasonable and viable (with a preliminary “ballpark” 


estimate from AOC if needed.) The endorsement community may decline the 


request or move it forward for analysis. 


Step 3) Analyze – Ensure sufficient supporting documentation exists for each request by 


having AOC-ISD staff analyze, assess and augment the request and determine 


possible solutions prior to review by recommending bodies. 


Step 4) Recommend – Filter and score by IT Review Committees against predefined criteria 


to create a prioritized list of IT requests that can be recommended for scheduling. 


Step 5) Schedule – Compare all recommended requests to determine the scheduling of 
action subject to delegated authority, resource availability, and approved budget. 


 


Throughout each step of the process, request status and decisions will be communicated to 


those directly involved and others who have a stake, or interest, in the process. Preplanned 


operational activity supported by ISD will be addressed outside the IT Governance process 


(e.g., system or database optimization, data backups and recovery, system upgrades). 


 


Refer to Appendix C, “IT Request Process Diagrams” for visual representations of the 


process. Refer also to “Step 5 – Recommend” in the following section for the JIS Delegation 


Matrix and Appendix E for the Appellate Courts‟ and AOC delegation matrices that also 


comprise the IT Governance Framework.  


 


The following section titled “IT Governance Model,” further elaborates each step of the IT 


Request Process and highlights the delegation matrices as key elements of the IT 


Governance Model. 
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3. IT Governance Model 


The IT Governance Model is an expanded outline of the June 2009 accepted Framework 


incorporating additional structure, guidance and illustrations of the proposed Model. The Model 


includes: 


 Additional enhancements to the workflows, refinements to the delegation matrix, proposed 


governance committee structures, and a listing of existing technologies and how they may 


be leveraged in the IT Governance processes.  


 Criteria, filters, thresholds, categories, templates, and narratives for the expected 


processes and procedures, including reporting and communications. 


 


These elements of the model were utilized in the previously described IT Governance Advisory 


Panel sessions to gain input and clarify stakeholder requirements, further refine the discreet 


elements and expand upon the overall governance process. 


 


The following IT Governance Model attributes are addressed in the section below titled “IT 


Request Process Workflow Detail”:  


 Classifications guidelines 


 Delegated authorities and accountabilities 


 Selection criteria 


 Decision-making criteria such as filters and thresholds 


 Decision-making processes and workflows 
 


Preliminary definition, roles, and responsibilities of proposed endorsing and recommending 
governance bodies are addressed in a subsequent section titled “Recommended IT Governance 
Structures.” In addition, modified IT request process and forms are provided in Appendix D, “IT 
Request Process–Sample Forms & Supporting Information.” 


IT Request Process Workflow Detail 


In order to apply the IT Governance Model, a detailed, approved budget must exist. The budget 


should reflect the planned expenditures by the classifications imbedded in the IT Governance 


Model (e.g., maintenance, changes to existing systems, new or replacement of system 


functionality). Additionally, the JISC may choose to allocate budgets based on court communities 


(i.e., Appellate Courts, Superior Courts, Courts of Limited Jurisdiction) or by functional area such 


as data exchanges. In the Recommend step of the IT request process, IT Governance 


recommending bodies will review requests in the context of funds allotted by these categories. 


Subsequently, in the Schedule step, budget allocations, in conjunction with staffing and other 


resource capacity and competing priorities, will impact the scheduling of action on a request. 


 


The IT Governance Model will guide IT decision-making by providing a process of request 


definition, submission and evaluation that reflects the criteria and authority limits established by 


the JISC for JIS IT Governance, by Appellate Courts for their court-specific IT needs and by AOC 


leadership for AOC internal IT Governance. An understanding of the IT Request Process 


facilitates understanding of the IT Governance Model – the IT Request Process describes what 
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steps are necessary and the Model elaborates what each step entails and reflects who can do 


those steps. 


 


For each of the five steps of the IT request process, this section (“IT Request Process Workflow 


Detail”) provides the following:  


 Describes the IT request step. 


 Identifies key questions to be asked. 


 Specifies the minimum required data needed to move the request on to the next step of 


the IT request process. 


 Identifies additional data needed to inform the IT request process. 


 Identifies who needs to participate in each step.  


 


The elements outlined above will drive both the content and use of the IT Request forms that will 


be used by participants throughout the IT request process. Refer to Appendix D for sample IT 


request forms for each step of the IT request process. 


 


The Final IT Governance Framework reflects the input of the IT Governance Advisory Panels, 


AOC staff, the JISC and industry best practices. Membership of the IT Governance Advisory 


Panels, and a listing of key AOC staff participating in the IT Governance initiative, are provided in 


Appendix A. 


 


The IT Governance process has been vetted by these stakeholders and tested through various 


real-world and hypothetical examples in the Advisory Panel session proof of concept exercises 


and a formal AOC staff “table top” exercise with precursor walkthrough sessions. These exercises 


allowed participants to experience the IT request process and examine potential process 


bottlenecks, opportunities for improvement, and integration points with other ISD initiatives such 


as PMO, ITPM and EAM. The process and results of the proof of concept and table top exercises 


are detailed in the IT Governance Proof of Concept Report (Deliverable #6). Additional PMO 


integration considerations are highlighted in the IT Governance PMO Integration Report. 


 


The IT request process has been visually depicted with additional detail in the “ISD - Business 


Blueprint Process and Procedure” diagram contained in Appendix C. This detail diagram and 


descriptors were instrumental to the Table Top session and were used to align and validate the 


preliminary IT Governance Use Cases.  


 


The preliminary IT Governance Use Cases were developed to clarify and vet the IT request 
process. Use cases were developed for each step of the process as well as some common use 
cases such as Authenticate User, Search Requests and Notify Actors. Together, the Blueprint, 
and Use Cases have been a valuable tool to further test the IT Governance process for missing 
elements and to identify potential new considerations. In the IT Governance implementation 
phase, the Use Cases will be refined to reflect the actual process and tools put into practice. 
Refer to Appendix F-3 for a description and diagram of the IT Governance Use Cases. For full 
supporting documentation for both of the Blueprint and the Use Cases, refer to the IT Governance 
Proof of Concept Report.  
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


The following section describes the first step of the IT Governance process – initiating the IT 


request. 


 


Step 1) Initiate – Initiate an incident or project request from the client user community by 


submitting proper background and documentation of the business problem or 


opportunity prior to seeking endorsement. Incidents that disrupt normal work, 


mandated requests, and other requests critical in nature are all expedited (“fast-


tracked”) through the request process. 


 


IT Request Classifications 


Initiated requests will be evaluated by type, thereby providing a unique path for classifications or 


groupings of requests to follow. The classifications provide a means to apply different criteria; for 


example, the criteria necessary to prioritize a request for a new printer is significantly different 


from considering a functional change to an application. Grouping IT requests in this manner 


provides a more effective approach to evaluation and allocation of IT resources.  


 


Incident Requests  


The Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL®) defines incidents as “unplanned 


interruptions or reduction in quality of an IT service.” Incidents, as well as mandated requests 


(e.g., legislated mandate or judicial ruling) and other critical requests will be “fast-tracked” 


through the request process as depicted in the IT Governance Process diagram in Appendix 


C. 


Refer to Appendix G for a diagram of current AOC processes that support mandated requests. 


Although mandated requests will be expedited on a fast-track through the IT request process, 


the process will inform the appropriate Endorsing Committee, providing them the opportunity 


to weigh in on optimal solutions.   


 Application – operational problems such as workflow, business processes, training, 


support, or documentation. 


 Maintenance – changes to existing applications that are mandatory (e.g., legislated), 


critical, or have very narrow or limited impact, such as table and cosmetic changes, or 


break-fix changes. 


 Infrastructure – assistance with non-business related problems such as network 


access or issues, password or report locking, access to tools. 


NOTE:  Other preplanned operational activity occurs outside this process. Examples of 


these activities include regular refreshes of databases, system restarts and 


application of security patches. 
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Project Requests 


Primarily driven by application-oriented issues and significant unmet business needs. 


 Enhancement – changes to existing applications that are limited in scope and do not 


require extensive planning, coordination, and communication, such as screen or report 


changes, new data, or function changes. 


 New – applications or functions not currently provided. For example, a new application 


to support an unmet business need of the Superior Courts. 


 Replacement – removing applications or functions currently provided that are to be 
materially changed or retired that require extensive planning, coordination, and 
communication. For example, an application that replaces functionality in an existing 
legacy Appellate Courts application. 


 


The AOC-ISD Project Management Office (PMO) describes a project is a unique endeavor to 


produce a set of deliverables within clearly specified constraints of time, cost, and quality. The 


PMO distinguishes projects from business operations based on the following criteria: 


 Unique – a project has a defined end state with activities necessary to accomplish the 


desired end state; Timescale for deliverables with definite beginning and end points, 


and overall timeframe or duration based on project type of either small, medium, or 


large: 


Small  Total effort can be accommodated in less than 300 hours (or less than 2 staff 


months) from initiation to deployment and closure. 


Medium*  Total effort can be accommodated within 2000 hours or no less than 300 


hours (between 2 and 12 staff months) from initiation to deployment and 


closure. 


Large*  Total effort may demand in excess of 2000 hours or greater (greater than 12 


staff months) from initiation to deployment and closure. 


 * Based on high-level PMO examples.   


 Budget – A project has a maximum limit to the expenditure within which the 


deliverables must be produced, to meet the customer's requirement. 


 Resources – A project is allocated a specified amount of labor, equipment, and 


materials at the start. 


 Risk – A project entails uncertainty and therefore carries business risk. 


 Change – The purpose of a project is typically to improve an organization through the 
implementation of business change. 
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ISD clients can currently submit IT requests in two ways:  


1. The eService web portal is used to enter requests and issues related to use of an 


application or infrastructure. The nature of these requests are support-related or 


“incidents.” Examples of these requests are an application problem, getting someone set 


up with security access, or requesting a new printer. System users have the ability to 


submit a RightNow! System ticket by entering their request into the eService web portal, 


which is supported by the AOC Help Desk. 


2. Within the past couple of years, the Concept Overview has been deployed within the 


PMO Portal to manage larger application-oriented project requests. These requests are 


generally for new applications and material enhancements or changes to existing systems.  


 


Refer to Appendix G for additional information on the various IT request processes, tools and 


governance structures currently supported by ISD. 


 


Implementation of the IT Governance Framework will leverage existing IT request systems 


with the objective of future system capability that is automated and seamless to the requestor 


as part of the Initiate Step. 


Framework Improvements reflect Court Community Input 


Based on input from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC, and the JISC, the following 


considerations were addressed and associated recommendations specific to the Initiate Step 


were incorporated in the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Considerations Recommendations 


1.  Level of complexity Minimize information; Identify business 
problem / opportunity 


2.  Incident management; Mandatory changes Fast-track process 


3.  Constraints on initiation Site-specific rules 


4.  Track status Provide current status 


 


These recommendations will ensure the IT Governance process addresses real business 


problems, captures the minimum amount of information needed to provide a simple and 


streamlined process, allows flexibility at the jurisdiction level and provides communication 


amongst stakeholders. 


Key Questions for the Initiate Step 


1. As a Requestor, what information is needed for others to appropriately review and assess 


the request?  


Minimum Data Required for the Initiate Step 


1. The request – a clear business problem or opportunity 


2. The requestor name and contact information 


3. Mandated request (Y/N)?  
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Expanded Data Set More Fully Defines an IT Request 


In addition to the minimal data required to initiate a request, additional data will help streamline 


and inform subsequent steps of the IT request process. These data elements will be collected 


using a standardized IT Request Form for initiating a request, such as the example provided in 


Appendix D-1. 


IT Request Summary Information 


 Origination Date 


 Request Number 


 Request Title 


 Business problem or opportunity – describes the business need that cannot be met 


with current system functionality (the process and problem, challenge, issue or 


opportunity requiring resolution.) 


IT Request Specification 


The level of detail needed for a request will vary relative to the scope, complexity and nature 


of the request. 


 Requestor selects one of the following: 


 System problem/interruption preventing work 


 Change/enhancement to a current system 


 New system 


 Mandated change  (provide authorizing mandate if known) 


 Urgency of the request 


 System(s) impacted 


Business Problem / Opportunity Detail 


 Additional circumstances/comments 


 Expected benefit or value 


 Metrics to measure benefit or value gained (e.g., cost savings) 


 Possible solution (if known) 


 Impact if this problem (or opportunity) is not resolved 


 Communities impacted 


 Checked against known exclusions (e.g., technologies not supported) 


 If encompasses exclusion(s), provide rationale for override 


 Supporting documentation (e.g., screenshot, error message) 


Requestor Information 


 Requestor‟s name, title, and contact information 


 Requestor‟s reporting manager 


Endorser Information 


 Name and contact information for recommended endorser (if applicable) 
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Key Participants in the Initiate Step 


 Primary Responsibility: Requestor 


 Secondary Participants (consulted): Requestor‟s court community association or 


designated endorsing body 


NOTE:  Jurisdictions or court communities may establish site-specific rules that constrain 


what roles or who can initiate a request. 


 


Refer to Appendix D-1 for a draft “Initiate” IT Request form and additional supporting information 


for the Initiate step of the IT request process.  
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


The following section describes the second step of the IT Governance process following Initiate – 


endorsing the IT request. 


 


Step 2) Endorse – Affirm the request is reasonable and viable (with a preliminary “ballpark” 


estimate from AOC if needed.) The endorser may decline the request or move it 


forward for analysis. 


 


Once an initial IT request is created and submitted (initiated), it requires endorsement to continue 


through the request process. All requests will be vetted by the appropriate court community 


association or requisite endorsing body to obtain support for analysis and further consideration. 


The IT Governance Advisory Panels provided specific guidance for these communities to be 


discipline-based and where possible, to leverage existing association and committee structures. 


These communities are specified in the participants section that follows. 


 


This step may require seeking out additional information before making a decision to support or 


deny the request for further consideration. Endorsement filters out unwarranted requests prior to 


investment of additional time and resources and ensures there is collaboration in the submission 


of IT requests.  


Framework Improvements reflect Court Community Input 


Based on input from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC, and the JISC, the following 


considerations were addressed and associated recommendations specific to the Endorse Step 


were incorporated in the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Considerations Recommendations 


1.  Clarity of problem Review of rationale 


2.  Ownership of requests Site-specific rules; Endorse by community 


3.  Timely throughput Endorser may expedite 


4.  Breadth of impact Identify and communicate 


5.  Track status Provide current status 


  


Similar to the Initiate Step, in the Endorse Step, these recommendations will ensure the IT 
Governance process validates that IT requests address real business problems, capture the 
minimum amount of information needed to allow for a simple and streamlined process, allow 
flexibility at the jurisdiction level and provide communication amongst stakeholders. 
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Key Questions for the Endorse Step  


As a representative of a court community endorsing body – or in some cases the supervisor of the 


Requestor:  


1. What information is needed to Endorse (support or deny) a request for further 


consideration? 


2. What criteria or other considerations factor into the endorsement decision? 


Minimum Data Required for the Endorse Step 


In addition to the data collected in the Initiate Step, the following data elements are needed to 


Endorse an IT request: 


1. The endorser name and contact information 


2. Support for analysis (Y/N)? 


Expanded Data Set Helps Inform the Endorse Step 


In addition to the minimal data required to endorse a request, additional data will help streamline 
and inform subsequent steps of the IT request process. These data elements will be collected 
using a standardized IT Request Form for endorsing a request, such as the example provided in 
Appendix D-2. 


IT Request Summary Information 


IT Request attributes are carried forward from the Initiate step to provide the information 


needed to support or deny a request for further consideration: 


 Origination Date 


 Request Number 


 Request Title 


 Business problem or opportunity 


IT Request Specification 


Information may be modified from Initiate Step  


 Endorser selects one of the following types of request: 


 System problem/interruption preventing work 


 Change/enhancement to a current system 


 New system 


 Mandated change (provide authorizing mandate if known) 


 Urgency of the request 


 System(s) impacted 


NOTE: Original data provided in the Initiate Step will be retained for reference. 


Business Problem / Opportunity Detail 


 Additional circumstances/comments 


 Expected benefit/value 


 Metrics to measure benefit or value gained (e.g., cost savings) 


 Possible solution (if known) 


 Impact if this problem (or opportunity) is not resolved 


 Communities impacted 
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 Other communities that need to weigh in on the endorsement decision 


 Checked against known exclusions 


 If encompasses exclusion(s), provide rationale for override 


 Supporting documentation (e.g., screenshot, error message) 


Endorser Information 


 Endorsement Committee Name 


 Contact Name and information 


Endorsement Decision 


 Endorse Request (Y/N)? 


 Additional Comments 


 Return for more information/clarification (Y/N)? 


 Forward to AOC for preliminary “ballpark” analysis (Y/N)? 


 Refer to others for additional endorsement (Y/N)? 


Additional Endorser Information (when needed) 


 Endorsing Committee Name 


 Contact Name and information 


Key Participants in the Endorse Step 


 Requestor 


 Requestor‟s court community association or designated endorsing body. The following 11 


court communities have been identified as primary participants in the Endorse process: 


 Appellate Courts 


Court of Appeals Executive Committee 


Appellate Judges and Clerks 


 Superior Courts 


Superior Court Judges Association 


Superior Court Clerks Association  


Association of Washington Superior Court Administrators 


 Courts of Limited Jurisdiction 


District and Municipal Court Judges‟ Association 


District and Municipal Court Management Association 


Misdemeanant Corrections Association 


 Juvenile 


Superior Court Judges Association Family and Juvenile Law Committee  


Washington Association of Juvenile Court Administrators 


 Other 


AOC endorses for other communities (e.g., DSHS, DOL, JIN Board) 


 Jurisdictions or court communities may establish site-specific rules, which provide the 


Requestor‟s supervisor with a role in the Endorse process (may be contingent upon the 


source or nature of the request.)  
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 AOC is involved in the Endorse process in the following ways: 


 As part of their analysis process, AOC provides: 


1. Initial “ballpark” estimate sizing the scope and cost of the effort to address the 


request; and 


2. Full analysis of effort commensurate with the size and scope of the effort. 


 Provides technical and business expertise as input to inform the Initiate and Endorse 


processes. 


 


Refer to Appendix D-2 for a sample “Endorse” IT Request form and additional supporting 


information for the Endorse step of the IT request process. 
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


The following section describes the third step of the IT Governance process – analyzing the IT 


request. 


 


Step 3) Analyze – Ensure sufficient supporting documentation exists for each request by 


having AOC-ISD staff analyze, assess and augment the request and determine 


possible solutions prior to review by recommending bodies. 


 


The AOC staff responsible for analyzing a request must ensure the request information is 


complete with sufficient accompanying documentation. This analysis process may require further 


discussion with the requestor, court client communities, or other AOC staff to gain a better 


understanding of the scope and potential impacts of the request as well as potential solutions. 


Although primary responsibility for analysis will lie with the AOC-ISD staff, they will work 


collaboratively and in consultation with other AOC staff as needed (e.g., staff from the Judicial 


Services and Management Services divisions.) 


 


The anticipated benefit or value to be gained by the request is substantiated by statistics such as 


cost benefit and return on investment analyses, as well as clear descriptions of how the request 


aligns with business and IT strategies and plans.  


Framework Improvements reflect Court Community Input 


Based on input from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC, and the JISC, the following 


considerations were addressed and associated recommendations specific to the Analyze Step 


were incorporated in the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Considerations Recommendations 


1.  Avoid bottlenecks Quick “ballpark” analysis 


2.  Affirmation by endorser Feedback loops to endorser 


3.  Capture appropriate data Size analysis by scope 


4.  Track status Provide current status 


 


These recommendations will ensure the Analyze Step of the IT Governance process provides 


information back to the Endorser with a preliminary and quick, “ballpark” sizing estimate of scope 


and cost. This gives the Endorser the opportunity to affirm the request for further analysis or 


decline support. Likewise, once the full analysis of the request is complete, the endorser again 


has the opportunity to affirm the request for additional consideration or at that point, decline 


support.  


 


The magnitude of the analysis performed will be commensurate with the scope, complexity and 


nature of the request. For example, simple requests will only require a ballpark analysis, whereas 


requests that are more complex will include a cost-benefit analysis of alternatives and feasibility 


assessment. The largest, most complex requests will undergo a full feasibility study. When a 


feasibility study is required, the study then becomes the recommended solution that moves 
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forward for consideration in the Recommend step. Throughout the Analyze Step, stakeholders are 


informed of the status of the request. Refer to Appendix D-3 for examples of information that can 


be provided about request status. 


Key Questions for the Analyze Step 


AOC-ISD staff analyzing an IT request will need to answer the following questions: 


1. What information is needed to provide the Endorser with a preliminary “ballpark” estimate 


of effort to complete?  


2. What information is needed to provide the Endorser with the appropriate level of analysis 


commensurate with the size, scope and complexity of the request?  


3. What information is needed to move the request forward for consideration in the 


Recommend process? 


Minimum Data Required for the Analyze Step 


In addition to the data collected in the Initiate and Endorse steps, the following data elements are 


needed to Analyze an IT request: 


1. The analyst name and contact information 


2. Preliminary scope and effort (“ballpark estimate”) 


3. Additional analysis complete (Y/N)? 


Expanded Data Set Helps Inform the Analyze Step 


In addition to the minimal data required to analyze a request, additional data will help streamline 
and inform subsequent steps of the IT request process. These data elements will be collected 
using a standardized IT Request Form for analyzing a request, such as the example provided in 
Appendix D-3. 


IT Request Summary Information 


IT Request attributes are carried forward from the Initiate step to provide the information 
needed for AOC staff to analyze the request: 


 Origination Date 
 Request Number 
 Request Title 
 Business problem or opportunity 


IT Request Specification 


Based on discovery during analysis, the Type of Request selection may be modified from the 
Initiate or Endorse steps (AOC Analyst will select one of the following): 


 System problem/interruption preventing work 


 Change/enhancement to a current system 


 New system 


 Mandated change (provide authorizing mandate if known) 


Urgency of the request 


System(s) impacted 


NOTE: Original data provided in the Initiate and Endorse steps will be retained for reference. 
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AOC Staff Analysis Checklist 


Where indicated, specific analysis tools, samples and supporting information are provided in 


Appendix D-3 to elaborate further upon the analysis elements identified below. The number 


references below (e.g., ) cross-reference to detail tables provided in Appendix D-3 that offer 


additional considerations for analysis. Some of these also support considerations in support of 


the Recommend step. 


 Preliminary “ballpark” analysis complete (Y/N)?   


 If yes, specify hours to complete and cost estimates 


 Affirmation received from Endorser to continue analysis (Y/N)? 


 Further analysis required based on “ballpark” (Y/N)? 


 Further analysis complete (Y/N)? 


 Affirmation received from Endorser to continue request process (Y/N)? 


The sizing of the analysis required correlates to the scope, complexity and nature of the 


request. Refer to the Analysis Matrix in Appendix F-1 for guidance regarding the analyses 


required for a given request, which in turn will determine which of the following may be 


needed: 


 Alternatives analyzed  


 If yes, specify alternatives 


 Solution strategies considered   


(e.g., COTS, custom-developed, 3rd party hosted, hybrid solution, other (specify)) 


 Checked against known exclusions (e.g., technology not supported by ISD)  


 If encompasses exclusion(s), provide rationale for override 


 Aligns with Enterprise Architecture  


 Aligns with other JIS, AOC and ISD Standards and Policies  


 Aligns with JIS, AOC and ISD Strategies  


 Aligns with industry/peer best practices  


 Risk Assessment complete  


 Risk Mitigation Strategies identified 


 Benefits and business value clearly stated in measurable terms  


 Cost Benefit Analysis complete (refer to the Analysis Matrix in Appendix F-1)  


 Positive Return on Investment (ROI)? 


 If yes, how long to achieve ROI? 


 Feasibility Study required (refer to the Analysis Matrix in Appendix F-1)? 


NOTE:  if yes, the Feasibility Study becomes the recommended solution. 
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AOC Staff Analysis Detail 


 Recommended Solution 


 Technical Solution Design Summary 


 Solution Implementation Schedule 


 Solution Cost Estimate to Complete 


 Solution Cost Estimate for Annual Maintenance 


 Impacts to AOC Resources 


 Impacts to Requestor and Client Community 


 Implementation Considerations 


AOC Analyst Information 


 Analyst name and contact information 


Key Participants in the Analyze Step 


 Primary Responsibility: 


 ISD Operations Control Board (OCB) – the analysis (“triage”) center within AOC-


ISD responsible for analysis of all IT requests 


 ISD ITSM – oversees the OCB 


 AOC Analyst – coordinates and/or performs analysis of individual IT requests 


NOTE:  Roles of the OCB and ITSM are outlined in the “Blueprint” contained in the IT 


Governance Proof of Concept report, and referenced in the “Recommended IT 


Governance Structures” section later in this document. 


 Secondary Participants (consulted): 


 Requestor 


 Endorser 


 Other AOC staff – business and technical experts within AOC 


 Vendor community and industry experts 


 Other agencies, court communities and judicial stakeholders 


 


Refer to Appendix D-3 for a sample “Analyze” IT Request form and additional supporting 


information about the Analyze Step of the IT request process. 
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


The following section describes the fourth step of the IT Governance process – recommending 
the IT request. 


 


Step 4) Recommend – Filter and score by IT Review Committees against predefined criteria 


to create a prioritized list of IT requests that can be recommended for scheduling. 


 


RECOMMEND:  Filter  Score  Rank  Prioritize 


Following the analysis of an IT request, the IT Governance recommending committees review the 


analysis and apply filtering criteria (Y/N), score the request (0 to 50), group the requests (H-M-L), 


and prioritize the stack-ranked requests (top to bottom). The recommending committees then 


decide to either advance the request with a unanimous decision, advance the request with pros 


and cons, or decline support for the request with a unanimous decision. 


 


The filtering process applies criteria to assist in the evaluation and ranking of IT requests. Some 


filtering criteria may be assessed based on a simple yes/no response. Others, such as 


“Compliance with ISD Standards,” may be assessed based on a range (e.g., 0=non-compliant 


and 5=fully compliant) because it is important to know how far out of compliance a request is. For 


some criteria, contextual or other supporting information is needed to support the assessment. 


Over time, as the IT Governance model matures, it will be necessary to review and refine the 


Recommend criteria on a cyclic basis, as part of a recommended annual IT Governance 


assessment and update process. 


Framework Improvements reflect Court Community Input 


Based on input from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC, and the JISC, the following 


considerations were addressed and associated recommendations specific to the Recommend 


Step were incorporated in the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Considerations Recommendations 


1.  Objectivity Filter -> Score -> Rank -> Prioritize 


2.  Decision process Advance 


 Unanimous Ranking, or  


 Providing pros/cons 
Decline 


 Unanimous only 


3.  Recommend to JISC by 


 Endorsing/recommending 
bodies, or  


 4 IT review committees 


Recommend to JISC by 


 4 IT review committees 


4.  Track status Provide current status 


 
Once the IT request has been through the high-level filters such as exclusions, benefits, and 


risks, it is scored based on a variety of criteria, which then informs the determination of an overall 
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stacked ranking value and prioritization. Each criterion in the scoring is assigned a value range. 


As each criterion is evaluated, a value will be assigned that contributes to an overall score. 


 


Since this step typically occurs at a high level in the organization hierarchy, there are other 


considerations that come to bear on decisions. For instance, even though the IT request meets all 


previous criteria, the ISD manager may need to make a trade-off decision based upon department 


budget or other competing priorities. The scheduler may then wish to request additional 


information or meet with staff and /or ISD management to see if viable alternatives exist.  


 


Once the scoring of individual requests is complete, all requests under consideration by the 


Recommending body will then be stack-ranked (or grouped) into categories of high, medium, and 


low with those requests ranked high having the greatest preference or priority. Requests within a 


stacked ranking group will then be prioritized from top to bottom. 


Key Questions for the Recommend Step 


1. In order to Recommend the request, what Filters does the request need to pass through in 


order to advance it for Scheduling? 


2. What information is needed to recommend to decline support and not advance the 


request? 


Minimum Data Required for the Recommend Step 


In addition to the data collected in the Initiate, Endorse and Analyze steps, the following data 


elements are needed to Recommend an IT request: 


1. Name and contact information of the recommending body 


2. Advance (Y/N)? (NOTE:  if pend or return, provide rationale) 


3. Ranking 


Expanded Data Set Helps Inform the Recommend Step 


In addition to the minimal data required to recommend a request, additional data will help 


streamline and inform the subsequent Schedule Step of the IT request process. These data 


elements will be collected using a standardized IT Request Form for recommending a request, 


such as the example provided in Appendix D-4. 


IT Request Summary Information 


IT Request attributes are carried forward from the Initiate step to provide the information 


needed to support or deny a request for further consideration: 


 Origination Date 


 Request Number 


 Request Title 


 Business problem or opportunity 


 Type of Request 


 Systems impacted (if applicable) 
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Apply Filters to IT Requests 


The filtering process is primarily informed by the results of the Analyze Step. Further guidance 


on assessing standards compliance and costs, benefits and risks are outlined in Appendix D-3 


for the Analyze Step and Appendix D-4 for the Recommend Step. 


 Exclusions* – assess request against a finite list of exclusions or functions that AOC 


will not provide (requires predetermination for an extended period, such as a specific 


software or technology not supported)  


 Compliance with ISD Standards* – determine if request complies with ISD 


Standards (e.g., security standards)  


 Benefit* – assess if the stated benefits are consistent with the request and if those 


benefits can be realized broadly. Sample benefits include cost savings, productivity 


improvements, elimination of redundant data or code.  


 Risk*– assess if the known risks or impediments to integration, likelihood of successful 


implementation, and rate of adoption are acceptable and manageable for this request. 


Sample risks include limited technical expertise for selected software, lack of stability 


of software and non-standardized or changing user requirements 


 Cost – assess if the total overall cost and resources required for the request are 


reasonable using standardized cost determination tools such as total cost of ownership 


and net present value.  


 Filtering Criteria Checklist  


 Stated benefits attainable 


 Solution aligns with the business plan 


 Solution aligns with IT strategy and goals 


 Solution aligns with technology standards 


 Positive return on investment (ROI) 


 Risks assessed 


 Adequate funding available 


Score the IT Requests 


Following the filtering of IT requests, the requests are score based on set criterion and related 


values as shown in the table that follows.  


 


There are several criteria used for evaluation in the Recommend Step that derive their 


information from the analysis performed in the Analyze Step. The number references in the 


following table (e.g., ) cross-reference to tables that detail additional considerations for the 


Analyze Step of the IT request process. Refer to the documentation of the Analyze Step in 


Appendix D-3 for descriptions of these cross-references and the additional considerations that 


apply to the Recommend Step. 
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Scoring Criteria 


Scoring 


Guidance Scoring Descriptor 


Business Value  0 – 10 


(10 = High) 


Benefits to court client staff / users represented by return on 
investment, net present value, cost avoidance, cost reduction 
metrics. 


0 = low business value and unclear linkages to business and IT 
strategy 


10 =  high business value and strong linkages to business and IT 
strategy 


Relative Priority 0 – 10 


(10 = High) 


Priority ranking from community of interest. 


0 = relatively low priority in relation to other requests 
10 = a relatively high priority in relation to other requests 


Cost  0 – 5 


(5 = Low) 


Total cost of effort; available funding sources; total cost of 
ownership. 


0 = requires additional funding or complex funding sources (e.g., 
appropriation, grants, cross-agency funding) 


5 = low cost factor – able to accomplish effort with existing or 
budgeted funding sources 


Complexity / Level of Effort 0 – 10 


(10 = Low) 


Total consumption and availability of resources and volume, 
throughput, type of activity, degree of introduced change, 
previous/existing successes. 


0 = requires additional resources/expertise not available within ISD 
capacity 


10 = low complexity – able to accomplish effort with existing 
resources; aligns with technology infrastructure and supports 
enterprise architecture standards 


Risk  0 – 5 


(5 = Low) 


Acceptability of Risk level based on risk analyses, and ability 
to mitigate and/or manage risks (assess both likelihood and 
level of risk.) 


0 = high impact level and likelihood of risk occurring 
5 = low impact level and likelihood of risk occurring 


Breadth of Benefit / Impacts 0 - 5  


(5 = Broad) 


Supportive of consistent experience across Judicial space, 
avoidance of adverse consequences and function not 
previously provided, addressing incomplete functions, 
extending capture/exchange of data. 


0 = Request specific to a narrow scope of a single/few courts or 
jurisdictions 


5 = Broad impact across courts, jurisdictions, or systems. 


Impact of Doing Nothing 0 – 5 


(5 = High) 


Cost / Impact of not responding to the request now. 


0 = workarounds exist 
5 = high negative impact if no response, no workarounds or 


workarounds not viable 


Overall Score (0-50): 


Does Score Support Further Evaluation?  Yes   No 
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Create Stacked Ranking of Requests 


 Specify ranking that is placed on this request (high, medium or low)


 Identify additional information to be considered before moving forward with the request 


 


Prioritize Stack-Ranked List of Requests 


 Specify  priority of stack-ranked list of IT requests


 Identify additional information to be considered before moving forward with the request:  


 


Make Recommendation regarding IT Request 


 Recommend Request (Y/N)


 If decision is not unanimous, list pros/cons 


 Identify additional considerations or comments 


Key Participants in the Recommend Step 


The IT Governance Delegation Matrix defines the roles for a given classification of request. 


 Primary Participants 


 Designated Recommending Body – one of the 3 court-based IT Review Committees 


depending on communities impacted, or the State Court Administrator if the request 


impacts external communities 


 AOC  


 Secondary Participants 


 Requestor 


 Endorser 


 Primary beneficiaries of request 


Refer to Appendix D-4 for a sample “Recommend” IT Request form and additional supporting 


information for the Recommend Step and Risk Assessment as part of the IT request process. 
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Initiate Endorse Analyze Recommend Schedule


The following section describes the fifth and final step of the IT Governance process – scheduling 


the IT request. 


 


Step 5) Schedule – Compare all recommended requests to determine the scheduling of action 


subject to delegated authority, resource availability and approved budget. 


Framework Improvements reflect Court Community Input 


Based on input from the IT Governance Advisory Panels, AOC, and the JISC, the following 


considerations were addressed and associated recommendations specific to the Schedule Step 


were incorporated in the Final IT Governance Framework: 


 Considerations Recommendations 


1.  Who decides JISC 


 Use Delegation Matrix 
Actions 


  Schedule, Pend or Return 


2.  Competing priorities JISC to consider priorities, budget constraints and ISD 
workload 


3.  Track status Provide current status 


 


When a request has successfully moved through the Initiate, Endorse, Analyze, and Recommend 


steps, it is ready for scheduling. Scheduling of an IT request is dependent upon having approved 


funding available to support it. Even if approved funding is available, the IT request may be 


pended based upon other budget and planning criteria or placed in a “queue” for future action. In 


the case of a pended request, or a request returned to the IT Review Committee for additional 


consideration, the JISC can revisit priorities and the scheduling of other requests. 


 


The JISC has the authority to reverse a previous decision. Since most of the requests reviewed 


will be large undertakings, it is unlikely that they will have been completed, or even started, prior 


to JISC review. In the event JISC reverses a previous IT request decision, other IT Governance 


stakeholders will be informed of the reversal and ISD will be notified so they can remove the 


request from the work queue. A similar process will be established to support AOC internal IT 


decisions and the IT needs specific to the Appellate Courts. 


Key Questions to be Answered in the Schedule Step  


1. In order to Schedule the request, what information is needed?  


2. What information is needed to pend the request or return it to the IT Review Committee for 


additional consideration? 


Minimum Data Required for the Schedule Step 


In addition to the data collected in the Initiate, Endorse, Analyze and Recommend steps, the 


following data elements are needed to Schedule an IT request: 


1. Scheduler name and contact information 
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2. Schedule Information (will be one of the following) 


a. Schedule date 


b. Pend rationale 


c. Return with rationale to recommending body for additional consideration 


Expanded Data Set Helps Inform the Schedule Step 


In addition to the minimal data required to schedule a request, additional data will help streamline 


and inform the Schedule Step of the IT request process. These data elements will be collected 


using a standardized IT Request Form for scheduling a request, such as the example provided in 


Appendix D-5. 


IT Request Summary Information  


 Origination date 


 Request number 


 Request title 


 Business problem or opportunity 


 Type of request 


 Authorizing mandate, if applicable 


 System(s) impacted 


Recommendation  


 Recommendation 


 Relative ranking of request 


 Request priority 


 If not unanimous, pros/cons 


 Additional considerations 


Scheduling Checklist  


 High priority relative to other requests (Y/N)? 


 Budget available (Y/N)? 


 Dedicated funding (Y/N)? 


 ISD staffing capacity sufficient (Y/N)? 


 Required expertise available (Y/N)? 


 Conflicting priorities identified and resolved (Y/N)? 


Scheduling Action 


 Schedule request 


 Dependencies and other scheduling considerations 


 Schedule timeline 


 Budget amount allocated 


 Funding source 


 ISD group tasked with the request 


 Pend the request (Y/N)? If yes, provide rationale for pending 


 Return request to recommending body (Y/N)? If yes, provide rationale for 


reconsideration 


Key Participants in the Schedule Step 


 Primary Participants 
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 Designated Scheduling Body – the JISC or the delegated body as specified by the IT 


Delegation Matrix (see Figures 6 and 7 that follow and refer to Appendix E) 


 AOC  


 Secondary Participants 


 Requestor 


 Endorser 


 Recommending Body 


 Primary beneficiaries of request 


 
Refer to Appendix D-5 for a sample “Schedule” IT Request form and additional supporting 


information about the Schedule Step of the IT request process. 


 
IT Governance Delegation Matrix – JIS  


The IT Governance Delegation Matrix is a tool by which levels of delegated authority can be 


determined for specific classifications of IT requests. The following “JIS IT Governance 


Delegation Matrix” reflects the delegated authorities accepted by the JISC at their June 2009 


meeting. The first table depicts the delegated authorities for IT requests that are “incident” in 


nature (refer to section “Step 1) Initiate” in the section titled, “IT Governance Model” for a 


description of incident requests):  


 


NOTE:  all Incident requests that exceed the specified maximum Not-to-Exceed value for a 
category will be treated as a Project request. 


Figure 6.  
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Quarterly Weekly Bi-Weekly Bi-Monthly


$25,000 Schedule


$50,000 Schedule


 Beyond Recommend Schedule


$50,000 Schedule


$100,000 Initiate Analyze Recommend Schedule


 Beyond Recommend Schedule


$100,000 Schedule


$250,000 Schedule


 Beyond Recommend Schedule


NOTES:


  Project Classifications 


Project Classification Description Not-to-Exceed 


Cost


Community 


of Interest


Discipline / 


Association AOC


IT Review


Committees


AOC


CIO


AOC


Administrator


JISC & 


JISC Exec


Committee


Ongoing


Enhancement – existing applications that are to be 


changed in a limited manner that do not require 


extensive planning and communication Recommend


New – applications or functions not currently provided


Endorse


(may engage  


with Staff) Recommend


Replacement – removing applications or functions 


currently provided that are to be materially changed or 


retired, requiring extensive planning and 


communication
Recommend


1.)  Preplanned operational  activi ty occurs  outs ide of the matrix.


2.)  Not-to-Exceed costs  include AOC hours .


3.)  Includes  Project Class i fications  section of the JIS Delegation Matrix. The complete matrix includes  an Incident section representing request 


class i fications  at the AOC operational  level .


The following table depicts the delegated authorities for IT requests that are “project” in nature 


(refer to section “Step 1) Initiate” in the section titled, “IT Governance Model” for a description 


of incident requests for a description of project requests): 


 


Figure 7. 


 


Refer to Appendix E for the following additional delegation matrices: 


 Draft “Appellate Courts Delegation Matrix” that will guide the Appellate Courts‟ non-JIS IT 


governance process. 


 “AOC Delegation Matrix,” which will guide the AOC internal IT governance process. 
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Informing Throughout the IT Governance Process 


Reporting to the appropriate stakeholders on request status, decisions made and actions 


taken occurs throughout the IT Governance process.  


 


The following key questions need to be addressed in each step of the IT request process: 


 What information is needed to inform stakeholders?  


 Who needs to be informed?  


 What communication mechanisms should be considered?  


 What should be the timing of communications? 


Informing Aligns with IT Request Process 


Step 1) Initiate – Inform communities of interest of requests that have been initiated. 


Inform requestor when request has been processed (initiated) and transitioned to 


the Endorse step. 


Step 2) Endorse – Inform stakeholders with an interest (or stake) in the endorse process: 


 Inform communities of interest and other associations about requests that 


have been endorsed for further consideration.  


 Dependent upon the scope, nature and complexity of the request: 


 Inform AOC staff that a request requires an initial “ballpark” estimate 


of scope and cost of effort to complete. 


 If endorser affirms endorsement following the ballpark estimate, 


inform AOC staff that a request requires a full analysis. 


 If endorser affirms endorsement following full analysis, inform 


stakeholders that the request will move forward to Recommend. 


 Inform the requestor of the decision to deny support for a request or 


support it for further consideration. 


Step 3) Analyze – Inform stakeholders of results of AOC staff analyses to support 


decision-making. 


 AOC informs the endorser of the results of the ballpark estimate.  


 If endorsement affirmed following the ballpark estimate, AOC proceeds with 


full analysis and informs the endorser of the results. 


 The requestor is also updated with the status of their request. 


Step 4) Recommend – one of the IT Review Committees will review the full analysis 


provided by AOC and will inform stakeholder groups (e.g., requestor, endorser, 


AOC, scheduler, and communities of interest) of their recommendation to either 


decline support or advance for scheduling. 


Step 5) Schedule – all stakeholders will be informed of the schedulers‟ decision to either 


schedule action based on available resources and budget, pend the request, or 


refer back to the recommending body for additional consideration.  
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Informing the IT Request Process – RACI Chart 


The following “Responsible, Accountable, Consult, Inform” (RACI) chart illustrates the desired 


approach for informing the IT Request process. Throughout the process, IT Governance 


stakeholders are either:  


 responsible for performing a process or activity,  


 ultimately accountable for its execution,  


 consulted about its delivery in order to obtain feedback or contribute to the process or 


activity, or  


 informed about the status of the request and resulting decisions and actions.  


 


Utilizing the RACI chart as a general guideline for IT Governance communications will help 


AOC and the other IT Governance bodies ensure all the necessary stakeholders are apprised 


of the appropriate information at the appropriate times throughout the IT request process. 


IT Governance RACI Communications Chart 


Process Requestor 


Endorser 


Association 


Community 


of  


Interest 


AOC  


Staff 


ISD 


Operations 


Control 


Board 


ISD  


Management  


Team 


AOC-


ISD CIO 


State Court 


Administrator 


(AOC CEO) 


IT  


Review 


Committees JISC 


Initiate R A I, C I, C I I I I I I 


Endorse I, C R C C I I I I I I 


Analyze I, C I, C I, C R A I I I I I 


Ballpark I I, C I R A I I I I I 


Full Analysis I I, C I R A I I I I I 


Recommend I I, C C C C I RDA, C RDA, C R A 


Schedule I I I I I C RDA, C RDA, C I 
RDA, 


A 


(R = Responsible, A = Accountable, C = Consult, I = Inform, DA = Based on Delegated Authority) 


 


Stakeholder 


Communication  Requestor 


Endorser 


Association 


Community 


of  


Interest 


AOC  


Staff 


ISD 


Operations 


Control 


Board 


ISD  


Management  


Team 


AOC-


ISD CIO 


State Court 


Administrator 


(AOC CEO) 


IT  


Review 


Committees JISC 


Frequency of 


Updates 
AN M M AN D D W W M M 


(AN = As Needed, D = Daily, W = Weekly, M = Monthly) 


 


Chart 1. 
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Recommended IT Governance Structures 


The draft IT Governance Framework presented governance structure recommendations for 


consideration. Those structures have been reviewed and refined to reflect the needs of the 


new IT Governance Framework and processes. 


 


For initial implementation of IT Governance, the recommended governance structures include 


the following committees, boards, and other existing and new governing bodies: 


 


IT Governing Bodies and Roles 


Committees, Boards, and other governing bodies chartered with some role in IT Governance. 


Judicial Information System (JIS) – IT Governance 


JISC Executive 
Committee 


 Highest level of governing authority over the JIS domain. 


 Comprised of: the JISC Chair, the JISC Vice Chair, State Court Administrator, 
one superior court judge appointed by the JISC Chair, one court of limited 
jurisdiction judge appointed by the JISC Chair, and a county clerk appointed 
by the JISC Chair. 


JISC  Highest level of governing authority over the JIS domain. 


 Comprised of: four members from the appellate court level (Supreme Court 
and Court of Appeals), five members from the superior court level, two of 
whom shall be members of the Superior  Court Judges' Association, and one 
of whom shall be a member of the Washington Association of Juvenile Court 
Administrators, five members from the courts of limited jurisdiction level, one 
of whom shall be a member of the Misdemeanant Corrections Association, 
four members from the courts of limited jurisdiction level, and three at large 
members from outside the judiciary, one of whom will be a member of the 
Washington State Bar Association, one of whom will be a member of the 
Washington Association of Sheriffs and Police Chiefs, and one of whom will 
be a member of the Washington State Association of Prosecuting Attorneys. 


JISC 
Subcommittees 


 Data Dissemination Committee 


Other JIS 
Committees 


 Data Management Steering Committee 


 JIS Codes Committee 


 Person Business Rules Committee 


 


 Statewide Applications Committee   [potential future committee] 


 Master Data Management Committee   [potential future committee] 
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IT Governing Bodies and Roles 


IT Review 
Committees 


IT Review Committees will have primary responsibility for the Recommend step of 
the IT Governance process. 


Three new court community-based IT Review Committees will support: 


 Appellate Courts 


 Superior Courts 


 Courts of Limited Jurisdiction 


A fourth IT Review Committee will consider requests from external stakeholders or 
partner agencies: 


 Administrative Office of the Courts 


Endorsing 
Committees 


Eleven new court community-based Endorsing Committees, will support the 
following: 


 Appellate Courts 


1. Court of Appeals Executive Committee 
2. Appellate Judges and Clerks  


 Superior Courts 


3. Superior Court Judges Association 
4. Superior Court Clerks Association  
5. Association of Washington Superior Court Administrators 


 Courts of Limited Jurisdiction 


6. District and Municipal Court Judges‟ Association 
7. District and Municipal Court Management Association 
8. Misdemeanant Corrections Association  


 Juvenile 


9. Superior Court Judges Association Family and Juvenile Law Committee  
10. Washington Association of Juvenile Court Administrators 


 Other 


11. The State Court Administrator endorses for other judicial stakeholder 
communities  
(e.g., DSHS, DOL, JIN Board) 


Appellate Courts – IT Governance 


Appellate Courts 
IT Governance 
Committee 


 IT Governance body for IT investment decisions affecting non-JIS, Appellate 
Court –specific technology needs. 


 Potential committee composition: Court of Appeals Executive Committee and 
Supreme Court representation from the Appellate Judges and Clerks 
Association. 
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IT Governing Bodies and Roles 


AOC Internal – IT Governance 


AOC Leadership  State Court Administrator (AOC CEO) 


AOC IT 
Leadership 


 AOC-ISD Chief Information Officer (CIO) 


AOC Leadership 
Team (ALT) 


 State Court Administrator (AOC CEO) 


 AOC ISD Director / Chief Information Officer (CIO) 


 AOC Judicial Services Division (JSD) Director 


 AOC Management Services Division (MSD) Director 


 AOC Associate Human Resources Director 


 AOC Associate Director, Board of Judicial Administration 


 AOC Judicial Communications Manager 


ISD Management 
Team 


 ISD section managers: Standards & Policies Manager, Architecture & Strategy 
Manager, ISD Operations Manager, Information Access Manager, and 
Technical Group Manager 


ISD Operations 
Control Board 
(new) 


 ISD Operations Control Board (OCB) composition has not yet been defined  
It will be managed by the new ISD ITSM position. In addition to the ITSM, the 
OCB will include, at a minimum, representation from the PMO, ITPM, and 
EAM; and representation by the ISD Management Team or their designees. 


ISD IT Service 
Manager (ITSM) 


 Responsible for operations and support of the OCB 


Project 
Management 
Office (PMO) 


 ISD Standards and Policies Manager 


 PMO Manager 


 Project Managers 


 


Alternate governance structure configurations are possible. For example, committees could be 


established by role within court communities (e.g., judges, clerks, administrators). It is 


important to note that each committee will require coordination, communication, and workload 


management functions. This increased workload will have an impact on committee members 


and AOC staff resources. 


 


The JISC authorizes creation of advisory and ad hoc committees under JISC Rule 2(c): 


 “… User advisory committees shall be established for each level of court and will be 


representative of the users at each level. Ad hoc committees shall also be established for 


the purpose of monitoring specific projects undertaken by the Judicial Information System.”  
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Regardless of the number of committees formed, if there is more than one, then there is a 


need to address enterprise (cross-committee) opportunities and assess enterprise impacts. 


 


The Final IT Governance Framework and Model elaborates upon the shared responsibilities 


for each of these entities as well as their individual roles and responsibilities. 


 
This final product includes a fully described AOC IT Governance Model that will be a subset of 


the overall IT Governance model, which also includes JIS IT Governance. The Final JIS 


Governance Framework in the form of the “Final JIS IT Governance Framework Executive 


Overview” was presented to the JISC and approved at their March 5, 2010 meeting. 


 


The diagram below depicts a preliminary view of recommended IT Governance structures and 


their high-level relationships. It does not include the 11 endorsing committees, AOC-ISD 


Management Team or the proposed future committees identified in the previous table.  


 


Recommended IT Governance Structures 


Judicial 
Information 


System 
Committee


(JISC)


AOC 
Leadership


Team


External
Stakeholder


Communities


Appellate 
Courts


Person /
Business 


Rules


 IT Review Committees  


Data 
Management 


Steering 
Committee 


(DMSC)


Courts of 
Limited 


Jurisdiction


Judicial 
Community


Administrative 
Office of the 


Courts
(AOC)


Superior 
Courts


Operational Committees 


Data 
Dissemination 


Committee 
(DDC)


Code Table 
Maintenance 
Committee 


(CTM)


Administrator 
for the Courts
( other external 


requests )


ISD 
Operations 


Control Board


 


Figure 8.  
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In the initial stage of IT Governance implementation, the following key activities need to be 
conducted: 
 


IT Review (Recommending) Committees 


 Define composition of the four IT Review committees (see the IT Review Committees 
– Composition Template that follows) 


JISC will provide guidance for the composition and assignment of individuals to 
participate on each of the three court-based IT Review committees. 


AOC will work with JISC to define the role of the State Court Administrator for the 
IT Review function as it pertains to support for external JIS-related requests. 


 Charter the IT Review committees 


Leverage the charter template from PMO Enterprise Implementation – Deliverable 
#3, Appendix K, modified for the Final IT Governance Framework in Appendix H of 
this document. This charter can be modified and streamlined to meet the needs of 
the IT Review committees. The charter outline that follows shows the key elements 
included in the charters for new IT Governance committees. 


 Define templates and guidelines for the Recommend process 


Utilize request form templates and the content from the IT Governance Model of 
this document as the basis for templates and guidelines. 


 Develop targeted training for IT Review Committees 


Draw upon the IT Governance Training Plan – Deliverable # 6, to build the 
structure and content of training for the IT Review Committees. 


 Identify AOC staff responsible for liaison and support activities of the Endorse and IT 
Review committees 


Define the AOC staff roles and responsibilities needed to support the work of the 
Endorsing and IT Review committees. 


 Facilitate initial meetings of the IT Review committees 


Work individually with the IT Review committees to guide their use of the new IT 
Governance process, tools, templates and guidelines. 


 
Table 1 on the following page is a template for establishing the composition of each of the IT 
Review committees. Although the structure of the table is not prescriptive of the committee 
composition, it provides a useful format for ensuring there is broad and diverse membership 
representation. 
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IT Review Committees – Composition Template 


Role 


Appellate Courts  
IT Review 


Committee 


Superior Courts  
IT Review 


Committee 


Courts of Limited 
Jurisdiction 
IT Review 


Committee 


State Court 
Administrator 


IT Review 
Committee 


Voting Members 


Judges 
    


Clerks 
  


-- 
 


Administrators 
    


JIS Users /  
Request Originators     


Partner agencies and other JIS 
consumers     


State Court Administrator 
or designee (optional)    


1 


Total # Voting Members:    0    0    0    1 


NOTE: 
For each committee, 
membership shall be comprised 
of at least one member from 
each of the specified Endorsing 
communities of interest. 


 Court of Appeals 
Executive 
Committee 


 Appellate Judges 
and Clerks 


 Superior Court Judges 
Association (SCJA) 


 Superior Court Clerks 
Association  


 Association of 
Washington Superior 
Court Administrators 


 SCJA Family and 
Juvenile Law 
Committee  


 Washington 
Association of 
Juvenile Court 
Administrators 


 District and Municipal 
Court Judges’ 
Association 


 District and Municipal 
Court Management 
Association 


 Misdemeanant 
Corrections 
Association 


 other judicial 
stakeholder 
communities (e.g., 
DSHS, DOL, JIN Board) 


Non-Voting Members 


Chair (appointed by the JISC)
1
 


    


AOC CIO (optional) 
    


ISD ITSM (optional) 
    


AOC Analyst (optional) 
    


AOC Staff Liaison (optional)     


Total # Non-Voting Members:    0    0    0    0 


Total # Members: 0 0 0 0 


1
 Committee Chair roles and responsibilities will be outlined in the charters for the IT Review committees. 


Table 1.  
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Endorsing Committees 


 Define composition of the 11 Endorsing committees (see the Endorsing Committees – 
Composition Template that follows) 


JISC will provide guidance for aligning over 30 existing court community groups or 
“listservs” with the 11 Endorsing committees. The court communities will be 
responsible for sufficient representation on each of the Endorsing committees 
identified in the “IT Governing Bodies and Roles” table earlier in this section. 


 Charter the Endorsing committees 


Leverage the charter template from PMO Enterprise Implementation – Deliverable 
#3, Appendix K, modified for the Final IT Governance Framework in Appendix H of 
this document. This charter can be modified and streamlined to meet the needs of 
the Endorsing committees. The charter outline that follows shows the key elements 
included in the charters for new IT Governance committees.  


 Define templates and guidelines for the Endorse process 


Utilize request form templates and the content from the IT Governance Model of 
this document as the basis for templates and guidelines. 


 Develop targeted training for the Endorse Committees 


Draw upon the IT Governance Training Plan – Deliverable # 6, to build the 
structure and content of training for the Endorse Committees. 


 Identify AOC staff responsible for liaison and support of Endorse Committee activities 


Define the AOC staff roles and responsibilities needed to support the work of the 
Endorse committees. 


 Facilitate initial meetings of the Endorse committees 


Work individually with the Endorse committees to guide their use of the new IT 
Governance process, tools, templates and guidelines. 


 
Tables 2 and 3 on the following pages provide a template for establishing the composition of 
each of the Endorsing committees. Although the structure of the table is not prescriptive of the 
committee composition, it provides a useful format for ensuring there is broad and diverse 
membership representation. 
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Endorsing Committees – Composition Template (1 of 2) 


Role 


Appellate Courts 
(2 Committees)  


Superior Courts  
(3 Committees) 


Court of Appeals 
Executive 


Committee 
Appellate  


Judges and Clerks 
Superior Court 


Judges Association 
Superior Court 


Clerks Association 


Association of 
Washington 


Superior Court 
Administrators 


Voting Members 


Judges 
   


 
 


Clerks 
   


 
 


Administrators 
   


 
 


JIS Users /  
Request Originators    


 
 


Partner agencies and other JIS 
consumers    


 
 


State Court Administrator  
or designee (optional)    


 
 


Total # Voting Members:    0    0    0    0    0 


NOTES:           


Non-Voting Members 


Chair (elected by full committee)
1
 


   
 


 


AOC CIO or designee (optional) 
   


 
 


ISD ITSM (optional) 
   


 
 


AOC Analyst (optional) 
   


 
 


AOC Staff Liaison (optional)      


Total # Non-Voting Members:    0    0    0    0    0 


Total # Members: 0 0 0 0 0 


1
 Committee may determine Chair to be a voting member of the committee. 


Table 2.  
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Endorsing Committees – Composition Template (2 of 2) 


Role 


Courts of Limited Jurisdiction 
(3 Committees) 


Juvenile 
(2 Committees) 


State Court 
Administrator 
(1 Committee) 


District and 
Municipal 


Court Judges’ 
Association 


District and 
Municipal 


Court 
Management 
Association 


Misdemeanant 
Corrections 
Association 


Superior Court 
Judges 


Association 
Family and 


Juvenile Law 
Committee 


Washington 
Association of 
Juvenile Court 
Administrators 


Other judicial 
stakeholder 


communities 
(e.g., DSHS, DOL, 


JIN Board) 


Voting Members 


Judges 
   


  
 


Clerks -- -- -- -- -- 
 


Administrators 
   


  
 


JIS Users /  
Request Originators    


  
 


Partner agencies and other JIS 
consumers    


  
 


State Court Administrator  
or designee (optional) 


0 0 0 0 0 0 


Total # Voting Members:    0    0    0    0    0    0 


NOTES: 
            


Non-Voting Members 


Chair (elected by full committee)
 1


 
   


  
 


AOC CIO or designee (optional) 
   


  
 


ISD ITSM (optional) 
   


  
 


AOC Analyst (optional) 
   


  
 


AOC Staff Liaison (optional)       


Total # Non-Voting Members:    0    0    0    0    0    0 


Total # Members: 0 0 0 0 0 0 


1
 Committee may determine Chair to be a voting member of the committee. 


Table 3.  
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IT Governing Body Composition Guidelines – IT Review and Endorsing Committees 


The following are recommended IT Governing body composition guidelines that apply to both 
Endorsing and Recommending (IT Review) bodies: 


1. Term of office will be two years. Initial membership appointments shall be staggered 


between two and three years. The Committee, on an annual basis, shall review the 


term of office for the chair. 


2. Committee Chair 


a. Each court community-based IT Review Committee shall be chaired by a JISC 


member appointed by the full JISC. The duties of the Chair include reporting to 


the JISC on a regular basis. 


b. The State Court Administrator IT Review Committee shall be chaired by the 


State Court Administrator. The duties of the Chair include reporting to the JISC 


on a regular basis. 


c. Each court community-based Endorsing Committee shall be chaired by a 


member elected by the full committee. The duties of the Chair include reporting 


to the JISC on a regular basis. 


3. Appointment of representatives will be made in writing by the organization to the Chair. 


Any changes in representation will be made in writing 15 days prior to the next 


scheduled meeting. Every two years the Committee will review its structure and 


membership to ensure appropriate and balanced representation. 


a. Each Committee shall have broad representation from its constituency 


reflecting diversity: 


i. by discipline (e.g., judges, clerks, administrators); and 


ii. by court size. 


b. Court community-based IT Review committees shall have representation from 


at least one member from each Endorsing Committee for a given court 


community (i.e., Appellate Courts, Superior Courts, Courts of Limited 


Jurisdiction) 


4. Committee composition and its governance processes will be reviewed one year 


following original signing of the charter and every two years thereafter.  
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Refer to Appendix H for an IT Governance Committee Charter Template, which can be 


streamlined as needed and adapted for use by the Endorsing and IT Review committee 


structures. The following charter outline reflects the structure of the template referenced above: 


IT Governance Charter Outline  


 


Article I. NAME  


Article II. DURATION  


Article III. AUTHORITY  


Article IV. PURPOSE  


Article V. GOALS  


Article VI. PRINCIPLES  


Article VII. STRATEGY  


Article VIII. ORGANIZATION 


Section 1. Committee Structure 


Section 2. Membership Designation  


Article IX. POWERS, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND DUTIES  


Section 1. Responsibilities  


Section 2. Duties 


Section 3. Administration  


Section 4. Terms of Office  


Article X. VOTING  


Section 1. Representation  


Section 2. Quorum  


Section 3. Voting Majority  


Section 4. Voting Rules  


Article XI. MEETINGS  


Section 1. Regular Meetings  


Section 2. Special Meetings  


Section 3. Meeting Notice and Materials  


Article XII. AMENDMENTS  


 


APPROVED BY:  ______________________________________  


 


DATE:       _________________________________________________  
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4. IT Governance Tool 


The IT Governance Tool provides a description and set of guidelines regarding the future “to-be” 


state, composition and interaction between technology, policy, process and procedure that will 


form the “IT Governance Tool.”  


Future IT Governance 


The IT Governance Tool represents transition to the future “to be” state. The following are key to 


moving toward the future state: 


 Tools Progression:  assess and integrate current applications and tools to meet immediate 


IT Governance Implementation needs, evolving and enhancing them over time to result in 


a single, integrated solution. 


For Example: 


 Incident Requests will use the RightNow! System, Decision Management System 


or some variation 


 Known Errors and Change Requests will use the ClearQuest System or some 


variation 


 New Project Requests will use the Initiate IT request form template or some 


variation. 


 


In the future ideal state, requestors will have a seamless, integrated request interface so it 


will be transparent to them whether the request is being processed by one or more 


systems.  


Measuring IT Governance Success 


The success of IT Governance can be measured in several ways, from the enterprise and 


strategic level to the discreet individual request or project level.  


 


Assessing IT Governance – CMM 


At the enterprise and strategic level, IT Governance will be assessed on a periodic basis to 


determine how well the processes are maturing. The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) 


assessment tool, developed by the ISD Transformation Organizational Change Management 


(OCM) initiative, leverages leading industry maturity model metrics such as from the IT 


Governance COBIT © model, providing ISD with a custom assessment tool that addresses 


their specific needs.  


 


The following table is an excerpt from the OCM deliverable outlining CMM assessment criteria 


for IT Governance (refer to the full OCM deliverable for a complete description of this CMM): 
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Category 


CMM LEVEL  


ORGANIZATION & 


GOVERNANCE 


PROCESS, POLICIES & 


PROCEDURES 


KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS & 


EXPERTISE 


COMMUNICATION, 


REPORTING & 


COMPLIANCE 


INTEGRATION & 


MEASUREMENT 


  Strategic Alignment 


 Roles & 
Responsibilities 


 Organizational 
Accountabilities 


 Policies, Processes 
and Procedures 


 Standards & 
Specifications 


 Tools & Automation 


 Knowledge  


 Skills 


 Training & Learning 


 Communications 


 Management 
Reporting 


 Adherence to Process 


 Overall Integration 


 Metrics & 
Measurement 


 Evaluations 


CMM LEVEL 


5 


OPTIMIZED 


Management and 


organization are focused on 


effective governance and 


continuous improvement. 


The accountability model 


has cascaded throughout 


the organization. 


Strategic alignment is 


integrated and future 


focused. 


Processes, policies and 


procedures are 


standardized, optimized 


and integrated. 


Standardized tools are 


used across the 


organization and are fully 


integrated with other related 


tools. 


Tools are used to support 


improvement and 


automatically detect control 


exceptions. 


Learning and training 


promotes an environment 


of continual improvement. 


Skills improvement is 


encouraged. 


Knowledge sharing is part 


of the culture of the 


organization. 


Communication is proactive 


using mature techniques 


and integrated tools.   


Reporting is efficient and 


optimized.  


Tools are in place to 


automatically detect non-


compliance control 


exceptions. 


Integration is seamless and 


optimized. 


Metrics and measurement 


promote continuous 


improvement. 


Performance measurement 


and evaluation is integrated 


and linked to business 


goals. 


CMM LEVEL 


4 


MANAGED 


Management and 


organization support and 


promote effective 


governance. 


Responsibilities and 


accountabilities are defined 


and integrated across 


organization boundaries. 


Strategic alignment is built 


into day-to-day 


organizational processes. 


Processes, policies and 


procedures are 


standardized and 


integrated. 


A procedure is in place for 


ongoing maintenance of the 


methodology and 


templates. 


Tools are used in critical 


areas to automate 


management processes. 


Skill requirements including 


proficiencies are routinely 


updated for all areas.  


Proficiency is ensured 


where critical and 


certification is encouraged. 


Training planning is 


mandatory and knowledge 


networks are encouraged.  


Mature training techniques 


are applied according to the 


training plan. 


Communications 


management is mandated 


and formal communication 


strategies and plans are 


required. 


Quality is viewed from an 


organizational perspective. 


Tools are in place in critical 


areas to monitor non-


compliance and control 


exceptions. 


Integration is seamless. 


Metrics are integrated to 


drive business decisions. 


Performance goals are 


linked to areas of 


accountability. 


CMM LEVEL 


3 


DEFINED 


Organizational structure 


including roles and 


responsibilities is defined. 


Leadership and 


accountability has been 


defined and authority levels 


are being exercised. 


Strategic alignment is 


deliberate. 


Processes, policies and 


procedures are 


standardized and 


documented. 


A plan has been defined for 


the use and standardization 


of tools to automate 


process. 


Tools are being used to 


automate key management 


processes. 


Skill requirements are 


defined and documented.   


A formal training plan exists 


but training is still based on 


individual need. 


Alternative learning 


mechanisms are being 


considered. 


Communications are more 


formal and structured. 


Management reporting 


includes aggregate and 


comparative reporting. 


A formal compliance 


process and a formal 


quality process are defined.  


Systems are becoming 


more integrated. 


Goals linked to strategy are 


emerging but are not 


universally understood. 


Measurements exist but are 


not consistently applied. 


CMM LEVEL 


2 


EMERGING 


Governance is emerging. 


Roles & Responsibilities 


are defined but lack clarity 


resulting in overlaps and 


confusion when problems 


occur. 


Strategic alignment is 


emerging. 


Key processes, policies and 


procedures are 


standardized but not always 


documented. 


Tools may have been 


acquired but are not 


consistently used. 


Minimum skill requirements 


are identified for critical 


elements. 


Training is informal and in 


response to needs, rather 


than on the basis of an 


agreed upon plan. 


Communications are 


becoming more formal and 


regular. 


A compliance process is 


emerging. 


Management reporting is 


summary-level. 


Integration is emerging but 


not seamless. 


Goals are more defined and 


documented.   


Measurement is 


inconsistent. 


CMM LEVEL 


1 


INFORMAL 


Governance and planning 


is silo-based with managers 


focusing on the best 


interest of their area with 


minimal enterprise 


perspective. 


Minimal visibility as to how 


decisions are impacting 


organizational performance. 


Strategic alignment is ad-


hoc. 


Processes, policies and 


procedures are ad-hoc and 


not documented. 


Some tools may exist but 


are generally not 


standardized. 


There is no planned 


approach to tool usage. 


Management is aware of 


the need for standards in 


some of the knowledge 


areas. 


Skills required are not 


identified. 


A training plan and formal 


training do not exist. 


Communication is sporadic.  


Awareness of the need for 


compliance is emerging. 


Project reporting to 


management is informal 


and on request. 


Efforts are silo-based and 


minimal if any integration 


exists. 


Goals are not clear and 


minimal. 


Metrics are informally 


collected on an ad-hoc 


basis. 
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Assessing IT Governance – Other Methods 


The principles adopted by each of the IT Governance endorsing and recommending bodies 


through their charters will also provide a means for periodically assessing the success of IT 


Governance. In other words, how well did the governing body act compared to how they said 


they wanted to act and how well did they align their decisions with the principals and priorities 


outlined in their governing charter. 


 


Additionally, at the strategic level, ISD will be able to assess IT Governance success by 


reviewing the IT Strategies, Business Objectives, and JISC priorities to evaluate how well they 


align with the decisions emerging from the IT Governance process. This assessment can 


occur at both an enterprise, summary level as well as at the individual request level. The 


SWOT Analysis discussed in a previous section, offers one option for such an assessment. 


 


For individual requests, value and risk metrics will be collected. As the requests move from 


the IT Governance Process to PMO and into ITPM, the metrics collected through the IT 


request process can be measured against those emergent PMO projects and ITPM assets. 


 


There are a variety of assessment tools that can be drawn from to augment the CMM and 


SWOT Analysis. An excellent example of an evaluation and assessment tool is provided by 


the Federal Information Technology Resources Board (ITRB). This robust assessment tool 


can be readily customized for the JIS, Appellate Courts and AOC IT Governance needs. 


Examples of questions asked by ITRB are: 


 Do IT investments reflect business priorities? 


 Are competing opportunities for technology investments prioritized to effectively 


allocate limited funds? 


 Do IT projects explore different approaches to find alternatives that lower risk and 


reduce cost? 


 Do project-level technical architectures ensure consistency with the overall agency IT 


architecture? 


 Are performance goals and associated measures linked to the IT strategic plan? 


 Does the organization support an independently established performance model such 


as the Capability Maturity Model (CMM)? 


 Does the agency have a clear process for communicating decisions about IT 


spending? 


 


Refer to Appendix F-5 for a few sample reports that can be used to inform the IT Governance 
process as well as inform the assessment of the IT Governance process. 
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5. IT Governance Implementation Considerations 


IT Governance implementation considerations address the anticipated approach, timing and 


sequencing of the implementation of the IT Governance Model and Tool into a production 


environment, inclusive of policies and procedures to support the future governance process.  


 


In implementation of IT Governance, it is optimal to have a single user interface for submitting IT 


requests and monitoring their progress. For AOC-ISD, the best combination of technology 


solutions and related procedures will need to be determined for client-facing applications and for 


the operational “back end” systems needed to support the overall request process. In the near-


term, it may be desirable to continue to use RightNow!, Clear Quest and Concept Overview 


applications in their current state and work toward a phased implementation to achieve a 


preferred single, seamless interface for IT requests that makes the technology solutions 


transparent to the client communities. Budget and staffing capacity are key considerations in the 


decision whether to use current systems or establish new capability. 


 


Documentation and training requirements are provided in a separate deliverable, the “IT 


Governance Training Plan and Materials.” The plan provides the approach and high-level agenda 


and materials needed to deploy training to support the implementation of IT Governance for AOC 


staff, court community users and other stakeholders in the governance process.  


 


Sample reports and performance metrics are included in the Final Framework. These are derived 


from best practices and adapted for the AOC and the Washington courts community needs. 


These, in conjunction with the Capability Maturity Model developed by OCM for IT Governance, 


will help AOC, JISC and the Appellate Courts determine and communicate the value gained from 


their new IT Governance Frameworks. Information on IT assets and investments derived from the 


Project Portfolio along with project status information from the PMO and information on enterprise 


architecture alignment will improve implementation of IT Governance processes. The Final 


Framework provides mechanisms throughout the IT request process to measure benefit, value, 


risk and other metric-based criteria to support performance reporting needs. 


 


Implementation of the IT Governance Model and Tool, scheduled for the second phase of the IT 


Governance Initiative (Cycle 2), is an accelerated 4-month cycle planned to begin in March 2010. 


Detailed planning and refinements to the training, documentation, and communications will be 


included in the implementation cycle. Implementation will utilize a staged approach that includes 


deploying, assessing and refining the IT Governance Model and Tool, while integrating and 


adapting existing processes and practices as needed. Initial implementation will focus on JIS 


Governance. The governance model, tool, templates and processes will be refined through initial 


implementation, then extended to address the specific needs of the Appellate Courts and AOC 


internal IT Governance processes. 


 


Identification of risks and risk mitigation and management strategies necessary to aid successful 


implementation are part of this Final Framework. These considerations focus on simplifying 


processes, informing and engaging stakeholders, and enabling IT Governance to grow and 


mature incrementally while continuing to add value.   
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6. IT Governance Recommendations 


The Final Framework recommendations focus on guiding successful implementation, minimizing 


risk, and fostering ownership and buy-in to the new IT Governance Model. Recommendations 


from other IT Governance Initiative deliverables are also reflected in the following 


recommendations. 


 


The IT Governance recommendations support the following high-level success strategies:  


 Create a simple and repeatable process that is easy to understand and use. 


 Promote transparency and open communication throughout the process. 


 Use the IT Governance process unchanged for a minimum of 12 months, allowing 


stakeholders the time to learn, assess, and plan for improvements. 


Governance Structures 


 Establish new IT Review and Endorsing IT Governance bodies with common goals, 


objectives and guidelines and the flexibility to organize in a manner that best suits their 


needs.  


 Identify interrelationships and dependencies between the JISC, its standing committees 


and other formal and informal IT Governance structures. 


 Clarify roles, responsibilities and authorities for participants in the IT request process. 


Organizational Capacity within AOC 


 ISD has recently established and filled the ITSM position. The ITSM position‟s role and 


authority need to be clearly defined and communicated. The ITSM will play a vital role in 


the successful implementation of the new IT Governance process and will coordinate and 


support the Operations Control Board (OCB).  


 Create the OCB with responsibilities and authorities clearly defined, a charter developed 


and members selected. OCB members should be familiar with the ISD Transformation 


initiatives and knowledgeable of and proponents for the new IT Governance Framework. 


The OCB should be established as soon as possible to support the launch of new IT 


Governance processes and evaluate and analyze incoming IT requests.  


 Determine operational dependencies between IT Governance and the ITPM, PMO, EAM 


and ISD Operations functions within ISD. Establish protocols and processes regarding 


how they will interact and inform each other. Determine timelines for establishing EAM 


standards and guidelines and ITPM inventory of assets. 


 Clarify roles and responsibilities for AOC staff in support of Endorsing and IT Review 
committees, the OCB and the overall IT Governance process and tools. 


IT Requests 


 Archive and make accessible the current IT Request Backlog as a resource to support 


AOC analysis efforts and for the user community as a reference and potential basis for 


new IT requests. 
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 Ensure all IT requests go through the new IT Governance process for consideration and 


prioritization, which will allow user communities to identify and evaluate IT requests that 


represent current priorities. 


 Gather as much information as early as possible in the IT request process (e.g., need, 


benefits, costs, risks) because the requester and/or endorser are best-positioned to 


answer relevant questions about business value, risks, impacts on other users, etc.  


 Anticipate there to be an undocumented demand for IT services that exists as a result of 


the “freeze” on IT service enhancements over the past two to four years. When user 


communities are able to submit requests for system enhancements to the new IT 


Governance process, there may be a larger demand than the IT request backlog 


suggested. The new governance processes need to anticipate the impact of this pent up 


demand on AOC and new governance structures. Key to addressing this unknown 


demand will be the communication to and education of participants and stakeholder 


throughout the IT Governance process. 


Common Understanding and Ownership 


 Provide sufficient descriptions, guidelines, tools, templates and examples to ensure AOC 


and the court communities are well informed and equipped to engage in each step of the 


IT Governance process. Provide training to participants and other stakeholders early in 


implementation and provide ongoing business and technical support from the Help Desk, 


other JSD staff, and ISD. 


 ISD should build upon the positive communication and coordination efforts surrounding 


the development of the ISD Business Blueprint, the Table Top planning and exercise 


activities, and the CA Clarity configuration. ISD should establish regular cross-initiative 


meetings and a central repository of initiative artifacts to facilitate ongoing communication 


and collaboration. 


Process and Tools 


 Establish an exception-handling process that identifies, plans for and manages exceptions 


within the IT Governance Framework. Refine Use Cases to match implementation of the 


Framework and real-world application of new governance processes, including 


exceptions. 


 Work with IT Governance stakeholders to define metrics that are meaningful and 


accurately capture the value and benefits of IT Governance. Periodic assessments of IT 


Governance will be instrumental to ensure the Framework supports IT investment 


decision-making with desired results in a timely manner, continues to add value and is 


sustainable. 


 Maintain the ISD Business Blueprint process map to ensure it is a dynamic, evolving 


representation of the IT Governance process and a tool that will aid ISD in the 


implementation and ongoing support of IT Governance. ISD should assign the OCB and 


the ITSM as its representative to be the permanent “owner” of the Blueprint. 
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 Leverage existing technologies, tools, templates and expertise in the implementation of 


the new IT Governance process. Evaluate best fit for initial implementation and develop 


long-term strategies to address future tool and technology needs to support IT 


Governance. 


Implementation Approach 


Implement IT Governance using a phased approach with initial focus on the JIS IT Governance 


Framework. Once implemented, the Framework should be left materially unchanged for a period 


of at least one year to be able to assess and improve the Framework.   


Senior Level Guidance Needed 


To effectively establish and launch a new IT Governance process, the following senior level 


guidance is needed over the March to June 2010 timeframe: 


 Direct creation of Endorsing and IT Review committees 


 Establish and communicate budget capacity 


 Confirm business priorities 


 Identify policy level or technical exclusions 


 Identify priority projects 


 Endorse IT strategic direction 


 Champion IT Governance Framework 


Next Steps 


To ensure successful implementation of the new IT Governance Framework, the following needs 


to occur: 


 Establish and charter 11 Endorsing and 4 IT Review committees 


 JISC directs composition of the committees 


 AOC provides Charter template for committee customization and adoption 


 AOC provides tools, templates and guidelines for use by the committees 


 AOC facilitates training and provides support to committees 


 AOC determines AOC staff support and liaison roles and responsibilities 


 Establish Operations Control Board 


 Conduct necessary training for AOC and court community 


 Establish operational (AOC internal) IT Governance processes (April – June 2010) 


 Provide initial support for new IT Governance process for court communities (July 2010) 


 Develop mechanisms to capture, track and report on IT requests 
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JIS Committee (JISC)  


Bylaws – As amended by the JISC August 14, 2009 


JUDICIAL INFORMATI0N SYSTEM COMMITTEE 
BYLAWS  


Article One - Membership 


Section 1: Members of the Judicial Information System Committee shall be appointed by 
the Chief Justice in accordance with the Judicial Information System Committee Rules 
(JISCR).  


Section 2: The Committee by the adoption of a motion may designate ex-officio members. 
Ex-officio members shall not vote.  


Article Two - Officers 


Section 1: In accordance with JISCR 2(c) the Supreme Court Justice shall be the chair and 
the members of the committee shall elect a vice-chair from among themselves. 


Section 2: The chair, in addition to any duties inherent to the office of chair, shall preside 
at each regular or special meeting of the committee, sign all legal and official documents 
recording actions of the committee, and review the agenda prepared for each meeting of 
the committee. The chair shall, while presiding at official meetings, have full right of 
discussion and vote. 


Section 3: The vice-chair shall act as chair of the committee in the absence of the chair. 


Article Three - Meetings 


Section 1: Regular meetings of the committee shall be held bi-monthly pursuant to 
schedule available through the Administrative Office of the Courts. The chair may, at his or 
her discretion, cancel a meeting.  Meetings of the committee and all standing or special 
committees may be held by teleconference, videoconference, or any technology that allows 
all persons participating to hear each other at the same time. 


Section 2: The chair may call a special meeting at any time. Notice of a special meeting 
must be given at least twenty-four hours before the time of such meeting as specified in the 
notice. The notice shall specify the time and place of the special meeting and the business 
to be transacted.  


Section 3: Agenda - The agenda for all regular meetings of the committee shall be 
recommended by the ISD Director and approved by the chair.  


Section 4: Records of Committee Action - All business transacted in official committee 
meetings shall be recorded in minutes and filed for reference with the Administrative Office 
of the Courts. A staff member from the Administrative Office of the Courts must attend all 
regular and special meetings of the committee, and keep official minutes of all such 
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meetings. Official committee minutes will be distributed in a timely manner to all members 
and persons who request copies on a continuing basis. 


Section 5: Parliamentary Procedure - Eight members of the committee shall constitute a 
quorum, and no action shall be taken by less than a majority of the committee members 
present. In questions of parliamentary procedure and other relevant matters not specifically 
provided for in these bylaws, the actions of the committee shall be conducted according to 
Robert's Rules of Order, newly revised. 


Section 6: The chair shall have the right to limit the length of time used by a speaker for 
the discussion of a subject. Nonmembers may speak if recognized by the chair. 


Article Four - Fiscal Matters 


Section 1: Expenses - Members shall be compensated for necessary travel expenses to 
attend meetings of the JIS Committee, its Executive Committee, and the Data 
Dissemination Committee according to State of Washington travel regulations. 


Article Five - Amendments 


Section 1: Bylaws of the committee may be amended by majority vote of the committee 
provided such changes are proposed at least one meeting prior to the meeting at which the 
vote is taken. Bylaws may be revised by unanimous vote of the membership of the 
committee at the same meeting at which the revision is originally proposed. 


Article Six - Executive Committee 


Section 1: Purpose - The Judicial Information System Committee's (JISC) Executive 
Committee is created to act on behalf of the entire JISC regarding those matters specified 
herein between regular JISC meetings. It shall be the objective of the Executive Committee 
to facilitate communication among JISC standing committee chairs, ISD management, and 
the JISC chair; to improve the quality of work done by the JISC; and to serve as a voice of 
the user community on JIS issues. 


Section 2: Powers and Responsibilities - The Executive Committee shall have the power 
and responsibility to act only on the following matters: 


1. Review and approve JIS budget requests for submission to the legislature.  
2. Review and recommend for submission to the full committee recommendations on 


governance and other policy matters.  
3. Offering advice, oversight, and consultation to ISD management.  
4. Representing the JISC in communications with the legislature and, as needed, with 


other interested groups.  
5. Other powers as assigned by the JISC.  


Section 3: Composition and Leadership - The Executive Committee membership shall 
consist of the following drawn from the membership of the JISC: 


 The JISC Chair  
 The JISC Vice Chair  
 The Administrator for the Courts  
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 One superior court judge appointed by the JISC Chair  
 One court of limited jurisdiction judge appointed by the JISC Chair  
 A county clerk appointed by the JISC Chair  


The JISC Chair shall be the Executive Committee Chair. 


Section 4: Voting - Each member of the Executive Committee is entitled to one vote. 
Members present shall be a quorum. Majority vote shall decide all issues. 


Section 5: Meetings - Meetings of the Executive Committee shall be called by the Chair of 
the JISC as needed. 


Article Seven - Data Dissemination Committee 


Section 1: Purpose - The Judicial Information System Committee's (JISC) Data 
Dissemination Committee is created to act on behalf of the entire JISC to address issues 
with respect to access to the Judicial Information System and the dissemination of 
information from it.  


Section 2: Powers and Responsibilities - The Data Dissemination Committee shall have the 
power and responsibility to act only on the following matters: 


1. Review and act on requests for access to the JIS by non-court users in cases not 
covered by existing statute, court rule or JIS policy.  


2. Hear appeals on administrative denials of requests for access to the JIS or for 
dissemination of JIS data.  


3. Recommend to the JIS Committee policy on access to the JIS.  
4. Recommend to the JIS Committee changes to statutes and court rules regarding 


access to court records.  
5. Other powers as assigned by the JISC.  


Section 3: Composition and Leadership - The Data Dissemination Committee membership 
shall consist of the following drawn from the membership of the JIS Committee: 


 The JISC Vice Chair  
 Two superior court judges  
 Two court of limited jurisdiction judges  
 A county clerk  
 An appellate court representative  
 A trial court administrator appointed by the JISC Chair  


The JISC Vice Chair shall be the Data Dissemination Committee Chair.  


Section 4: Voting - Each member of the Data Dissemination Committee is entitled to one 
vote. Members present shall be a quorum. Majority vote shall decide all issues. 


Section 5: Meetings - The Data Dissemination Committee shall meet bi-monthly. The chair 
may, at his or her discretion, cancel a meeting. The chair may call a special meeting at any 
time. Notice of a special meeting must be given at least twenty-four hours before the time 
of such meeting as specified in the notice. The notice shall specify the time and place of the 
special meeting and the business to be transacted.  








Information Services Division Project Allocation & Expenditure Update


Initiatives   JIS Transition ALLOCATED EXPENDED OBLIGATED VARIANCE
Organizational Change Management Phase 1
Develop Organizational Change Strategy $224,000 $626 $0 $223,374
Implement New Organization Structure $136,000 $0 $136,000 $0
Organizational Change Management-Subtotal $360,000 $626 $136,000 $223,374


Capability Improvement Phase I
Implement Change Management and Communications $350,000 $220,000 $0 $130,000
Implement IT Governance $721,000 $344,088 $198,125 $178,787
Implement Project Management Office (PMO) $734,000 $74,500 $436,000 $223,500
Implement IT Portfolio Management (ITPM) $686,000 $132,500 $506,952 $46,548
Capability Improvement Phase I-Subtotal $2,491,000 $771,088 $1,141,077 $578,835


Capability Improvement Phase II
Implement Enterprise Architecture Management $275,000 $72,000 $0 $203,000
Implement Solution Management $125,000 $0 $0 $125,000
Capability Improvement Phase II-Subtotal $400,000 $72,000 $0 $328,000


Capability Improvement Phase III
Establish Vendor Management $100,000 $0 $0 $100,000
Establish Enterprise Security $200,000 $0 $0 $200,000
Capability Improvement Phase III-Subtotal $300,000 $0 $0 $300,000


Capability Improvement Phase IV $0


Capability Improvement Phase V $0


Master Data Management
Develop Data Governance Model $70,000 $0 $0 $70,000
Implement Data Quality Program $240,000 $0 $0 $240,000
Develop Unified Data Model $298,000 $0 $0 $298,000
Master Data Management-Subtotal $608,000 $0 $0 $608,000


Migrate Data Exchanges $0


Migrate Web Sites $0


JIS Applications Refresh
Conduct Feasibility Study and Transition Planning $576,000 $120 $0 $575,880
Organization Change Management Phase II $0


Ongoing Activities
Natural To COBOL Conversion $550,000 $31,850 $37,048 $481,102
SCOMIS DX $1,600,000 $149,954 $1,495,775 ($45,729)
E-Ticketing stabilization $225,000 $0 $0 $225,000
Non-allocated Projects $7,000 $0 $0 $7,000
Ongoing Activities-Subtotal $2,382,000 $181,804 $1,532,823 $667,373


Equipment Replacement
Equipment Replacement - External $2,700,000 $561,536 $25,227 $2,113,237
Equipment Replacement - Internal $300,000 $76,757 $0 $223,243
Equipment Replacement-Subtotal $3,000,000 $638,293 $25,227 $2,336,480
TOTAL $10,117,000 $1,663,931 $2,835,127 $5,617,942


Administrative Office of the Courts


EXPENDITURES AND OBLIGATIONS THROUGH MARCH 31, 2010







2009-2011 Biennium


Estimated 
Cost-Qrtr. 
To Date


Actual 
Costs Qrt 


Ending 
3/31/10


Variance 
Thru 3rd 


Qrtr.


Estimated 
Remaining 


Costs


1. Organizational Change Management Phase 1
1.1 Develop Organizational Change Strategy $224,000 $626 $223,374 $0
1.2 Implement New Organization Structure $0 $136,000 ($136,000) $0
2. Capability Improvement Phase I
2.1 Implement Change Management and Communications $50,000 $220,000 ($170,000) $0
2.2 Implement IT Governance $180,000 $542,213 ($362,213) $710,000
2.3 Implement Project Management Office (PMO) $180,000 $510,500 ($330,500) $644,000
2.4 Implement IT Portfolio Management (ITPM) $180,000 $639,452 ($459,452) $660,000
3. Capability Improvement Phase II
3.1 Implement Enterprise Architecture Management $275,000 $72,000 $203,000 $200,000
3.2 Implement Solution Management $275,000 $0 $275,000 $200,000
3.3 Implement Relationship Management $0 $0 $0 $0
3.4 Implement IT Service Management $0 $0 $0 $0
4. Capability Improvement Phase III
4.1 Establish Vendor Management $100,000 $0 $100,000 $100,000
4.2 Mature Application Development Capability $0 $0 $0 $0
4.3 Establish Enterprise Security $200,000 $0 $200,000 $200,000
5. Capability Improvement Phase IV
5.1 Implement IT Service Management $0 $0 $0 $0
5.2 Implement Financial Management Reporting $0 $0 $0 $0
6. Capability Improvement Phase V 
6.1 Establish Custom Development Capabilities $0 $0 $0 $0
7. Master Data Management
7.1 Develop Data Governance Model $70,000 $0 $70,000 $70,000
7.2 Implement Data Quality Program $0 $0 $0 $240,000
7.3 Develop Unified Data Model $0 $0 $0 $448,000
7.4 Implement MDM Tool $0 $0 $0 $0
7.5 Optimize Data Warehouse $0 $0 $0 $0
8. Migrate Data Exchanges
8.1 Develop Data Exchange Migration Strategy $0 $0 $0 $0
8.2 Develop File Based Exchanges $0 $0 $0 $0
8.3 Develop Transactional Transfers $0 $0 $0 $0
8.4 Migrate Exchanges Including JIS Link $0 $0 $0 $0
9. Migrate Web Sites
9.1 Develop Migration Strategy $0 $0 $0 $0
9.2 Redirect Web Application Data Source $0 $0 $0 $0
10. JIS Applications Refresh
10.1 Conduct Feasibility Study and Transition Planning $0 $120 ($120) $576,000
10.2 Purchase, Configure and Deploy COTS Application 1 $0 $0 $0 $0
10.3 Purchase, Configure and Deploy COTS Application 2 $0 $0 $0 $0
10.4 Purchase, Configure and Deploy COTS Application 3 $0 $0 $0 $0
10.5 Design, Develop and Deploy Custom Application 1 $0 $0 $0 $0
10.6 Design, Develop and Deploy Custom Application 2 $0 $0 $0 $0
11. Organization Change Management Phase II
11.1 Change Management in Support of JIS $0 $0 $0 $0
12. Ongoing Activities
12.1  Natural To COBOL Conversion $550,000 $68,898 $481,102 $500,000
12.2  SCOMIS DX $0 $1,645,729 ($1,645,729) $1,600,000
12.3  Eticketing stabilization $225,000 $0 $225,000 $75,000
12.3  Parking Module enhancements $0 $0 $0 $0
12.4  Non-allocated Projects $0 $0 $0 $0
13. Equipment Replacement
13.1  Equipment Replacement - External $2,700,000 $586,763 $2,113,237 $0
13.2  Equipment Replacement - Internal $300,000 $76,757 $223,243 $0


Total $5,509,000 $4,499,058 $1,009,942 $6,223,000


JIS Transition Initiative Through March 31, 2010







JIS Transition Initiative Footnotes
1)  This report will be published on a quarterly basis. 


2)  Estimated costs may be substantially less than actual costs due to timing and the fact that the entire contract 
     amount will be obligated upon execution.  As an example the contract for item 2.2 Implement IT Governance 
     was obligated at its face value, $568,875, while estimates through the 3rd quarter are $90,000.  The 
     total estimate, however, is $710,000, accordingly the total amount estimated exceeds the amount contracted
     leaving a positive balance for the biennium.


3)  The estimated costs plus the estimated remaining costs equal the total budget for the biennium.
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IT Governance Review of Superior Courts IT Requests 
April 19, 2010 Meeting Summary 


 
In February 2010, the SCJA initiated and endorsed a single request for an automated system 
supporting case management, calendaring and judicial decision-making. Consistent with the 
new JISC-approved IT Governance process, this request was sent to AOC for analysis. AOC 
staff completed their preliminary analysis of this request and identified three distinct problems. 
The problem statements were broken down into three requests, which were affirmed by the 
SCJA: 


 ITG Request #10-03:001 – Gaps in the Current Applications, which addresses 
calendaring and case management functionality. 


 ITG Request #10-03:002 – Challenges with interfacing to other applications, which 
addresses data integration across in-state court systems, in-state justice partner 
systems, and out-of-state and international justice systems. 


 ITG Request #10-03:003 – User interface, and system usability, which addresses 
issues such as single sign-on and configurable personal screens for system access 
and information. 


 
The interim Superior Court Level User Group met on April 19 to review and discuss the three 
requests. The following recommendations will be advanced for consideration to the JISC at their 
April 23 meeting.  
 
 


ITG Request #10-03:001 – Gaps in Current Applications: Judicial 
“Bench-Focused” System 
 
Superior Court Level User Group Recommendation to JISC 
Recommend Feasibility Study for Request ID: 10-03:001 that should include an analysis of the 
alternatives and costs required to allow Superior Court Judges to have an integrated system 
that is bench focused with interdependencies between the following core elements: 


 Calendaring  (scheduling case events and recording outcomes) 
 Caseflow Management (court management of case schedules and events) 
 Case Management (post-judgment clerk activities) 
 Outcome reporting (court calendars and summary caseflow management reports) 
 Resource Management(coordinated scheduling of resources with case events, e.g,, 


courtrooms, interpreters, A/V) 
 
Timing: Make clear movement forward in the development or acquisition of a new bench-
focused case management system by July 2011. 
 
Voting Results: Unanimous vote to move the request for a Feasibility Study forward for 
JISC consideration.  
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Background / Considerations 
A new bench-focused case management system needs to:  


1. Support interdependencies with existing court systems, Clerks’ docketing and other 
processes/systems, accounting/financial systems, case management and calendaring 
systems. 


2. Consider various funding and support models and inter-jurisdictional considerations. 


3. Address risks: 
 Manage potential changes in scope (scope creep) – the scope of effort needs to 


be clearly defined (e.g., court levels and/or communities supported, existing 
systems replaced or affected). 


 Create common definitions (e.g., “calendaring,” “caseflow management”, “case 
management”) – definitions vary by court jurisdiction and by vendor, so need to 
establish clear, common definitions.i 


 Elements of a case management system may be missed in the initial analysis, 
feasibility study or request. Adding them in later may be perceived as scope 
creep. 


 Ensure risks and costs are appropriately balanced. 


4. Meet the following expectations: 
 Adhere to standards for new systems or significant changes to existing systems. 
 Meet judicial decision-making needs by providing easy access to data they do 


not have access to today, including others’ calendars. 
 Judges expect the new solution to be COTS-based (with consideration of 


alternatives such as LINX not precluded). 
 


A Feasibility Study will identify alternatives, including their costs, benefits and risks.  
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ITG Request #10-03:002 – Data Exchange/Interface with Other 
Applications 
 
Superior Court Level User Group Recommendation to JISC 
Recommend immediate action on ITG Request ID: 10-03:002 that should include an analysis of 
the alternatives and costs required to allow Superior Court Judges to: 


 View all Superior Court case documents electronically. 


 Access data from other systems, e.g. local jail systems. 
 
Timing: Functionality required as soon as possible. 
 
Voting Results: Not unanimous. Proceeds to JISC with Pros and Cons. 


Pros 


 Addresses legislative mandates 


 Enables more informed decision-
making 


 Improved outcomes 
 


Cons 


 High cost 


 Performance impacts to systems being 
accessed 


 Increases complexity 


 Access guidelines need to be 
established (e.g., who can access 
what, redaction policies, sealed cases) 


 


Background / Considerations 
The Washington Legislature has mandated that courts consider a variety of relevant court 
information to improve judicial decision-making and outcomes in areas such as domestic 
violence protection orders, release decisions, and family courts. Of the 39 Washington counties, 
38 have installed imaging systems and scanned significant portions of their court records. 
 
Analysis should address: 


 Data exchange committee responsibilities and efforts-to-date 
 Strategies to ensure scope is clearly defined and maintained 
 Impacts on Superior Court systems 
 Impacts on other agency data systems 
 Ongoing maintenance of data interfaces 
 Balancing functionality, risks and costs. 
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ITG Request #10-03:003 – User Interface and System Usability 
 
Superior Court Level User Group Recommendation to JISC 
Recommend moving ITG Request ID: 10-03:003 forward to the JISC, that the ISD’s Enterprise 
Architecture initiative should include the development of standards that address single sign-on 
user security and user customization and personalization. The standards that are established 
should be applied to all future systems acquisition and major enhancements consistent with 
what is described in ISD’s Transformation Roadmap. 


 
Timing: To be included with the review and approval of the Enterprise Architecture 
standards at the May 2010 JISC meeting. 
 
Voting Results: Unanimous vote to move the request forward for JISC consideration. 


 
Background / Considerations 
Many judicial officers do not use the full range of systems that are available to them due to the 
cumbersome nature of having to log on to multiple systems. Single sign-on (e.g., logon once 
and get access to all systems individual is authorized to access) and the ability to 
customize/personalize the user environment are ways to make systems more efficient and user-
friendly. 
 
The Superior Court Level User Group acknowledged that it would be difficult and cost 
prohibitive to retroactively apply this requirement to all legacy JIS applications. Thus, the 
recommendation focuses on having Enterprise Architecture include standards that apply to all 
new systems replacements or major enhancements. 
 
Delays in implementing the ISD Transformation Roadmap may also delay implementation of 
these enhancements.  
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1 Reference Definitions 
One of the challenges that the Superior Court Level User Group faced in discussing the various 
aspects of the IT requests was having a common understanding of the terminology in use. 
Terms used to describe court systems need to be pre-defined and used consistently. The 
following industry descriptions are provided as a reference for future discussions. 
 
Caseflow Management 
“Caseflow management is the court supervision of the case progress of all cases filed in that 
court. It includes management of the time and events necessary to move a case from the point 
of initiation (filing, date of contest, or arrest) through disposition, regardless of the type of 
disposition. Caseflow management is an administrative process; therefore, it does not directly 
impact the adjudication of substantive legal or procedural issues.” 
 
“Caseflow management includes early court intervention, establishing meaningful events, 
establishing reasonable timeframes for events, establishing reasonable timeframes for 
disposition, and creating a judicial system that is predictable to all users of that system. In a 
predictable system, events occur on the first date scheduled by the court. This results in counsel 
being prepared, less need for adjournments, and enhanced ability to effectively allocate staff 
and judicial resources.” 
 
Caseflow Management Guide, Page 1, State Court Administrative Office of the Courts, Lansing, 
Michigan, Undated. 
 
Case Management System 
A case management system supports caseflow management through establishment and 
compliance monitoring and enforcement of case deadlines and events, whether those deadlines 
and events represent requests for hearings to be held, the conduct of hearings before the court, 
activities that occur outside the direct purview of the court (i.e., mediation, settlement offers or 
efforts), exchange of information between parties and the filing of certain documents. 
 
A case management system generally provides reports or screen based information used to 
manage individual cases and groups of cases the caseload level by case type. A case 
management system generates reports, letters, forms, and other documents necessary to 
communicate approaching or missed deadlines (compliance and enforcement). 
 
A case management system supports different sets of general case events by type of case, and 
sub-type of case. 
 
Calendaring (resource scheduling) System 
Calendaring is the activity of scheduling cases for hearings before the court and consists of the 
coordination of case actors (judges, attorneys, litigants, interpreters, etc.) and physical 
resources (court rooms, AV equipment, etc.) based on a set of conditions that include case 
type, hearing type, required actors, and required physical resources. For example, a request for 
a motion hearing in a domestic case before Judge A (conditions) would result in the hearing 
being set on the next future date that Judge A is scheduled to hear domestic case motions).
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A calendaring system supports calendaring through automation of case hearing scheduling 
based on a set of rules (conditions). A calendaring system produces reports that details all 
cases scheduled for a particular date, time, and place and reports that detail all of the scheduled 
hearings for a particular case. A calendaring system generates notices to individuals regarding 
the scheduling of hearings in a particular case. 
 
Calendaring is a sub-activity of case management. That is, you may have a calendaring system 
without having a case management system. A case management system presumes the 
existence of a calendaring system as either part of the case management system or through the 
exchange of data with a separate calendaring system. 
 
Docketing Systems 
Docketing is the creation and maintenance of the legal record of court actions taken and 
documents filed in a particular case. A docketing system is the creation and maintenance of that 
legal record in electronic form. 
 
As a general rule and practical matter, calendaring and/or case management systems are highly 
dependent upon the data and information in a docketing system. For example, a summary 
judgment motion is filed and the official record of that document is created in the docket. The 
motion also serves as the request for court time to be calendared. The motion also serves as 
the date marker relative to a case management rule regarding the sequencing and timing of 
the request and scheduling of the hearing for purposes of compliance monitoring and 
enforcement. 
 


 
 








    


 


 


   


 
JUDICIAL INFORMATION SYSTEM COMMITTEE (JISC) 
FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 2010    9:00 A.M. – 12:00 P.M.  
CALL IN NUMBER       360-704-4103 (NO PIN REQUIRED) 
SEATAC FACILITY, 18000 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH, SUITE 1106, SEATTLE, WA 98188 
 


1. Call to Order 
Introductions 
Approval of Minutes 


 
Justice Mary Fairhurst 


 
9:00 – 09:10 


 
Tab 1 


2. 2009-2011 Budget Status – Report Mr. Ramsey Radwan 9:10 – 9:20 Tab 2 


3. Legislative Status – Report 


ESHB 3178 – Impact on JIS 


Mr. Jeff Hall 9:20 – 9:30 Tab 3 


4. IT Governance - Discussion 
Accept IT Governance Framework. 


Mr. Jeff Hall   
9:30 – 9:45 


 
Tab 4 


5. Superior Court Level User Group 
Recommendations  


• Discussion/Decision Point? 


o Conduct feasibility study. 


o Improve Data Integration 


o Expand Usability Standards  


Mr. Jeff Hall 9:45 – 10:45 Tab 5 


6. Vice Chair Vacancy - Discussion Justice Mary Fairhurst 
 


10:45 – 11:30 Tab 6 


7. Operational Plan Status Update - Report Mr. Dirk Marler 11:30 – 11:40  Tab 7 


8. Public Case Search Work Group - Report Justice Mary Fairhurst 11:40 – 11:50  


9. Committee Reports 
Data Management Steering Committee 


 
Mr. Rich Johnson 


 
11:50 – 12:00 


 


 


Future Meetings: 


 May 19, 2010, 9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m., SeaTac Facility 
 IT Governance – JISC Guiding Principles on Resources, Priorities, Strategy 
 Enterprise Architecture Principles 
 SCJA Request for Case Management System 


 June 25, 2010, 9:00 – 12:00 p.m., SeaTac Facility 
 Feasibility Study Update 
 Operational Plan Status Update 
 2009-11 Budget Status 
 IT Work Group Update 
 JIS Policy Revisions 





		Call to Order

		Approval of Minutes






 Administrative Office of the Courts 
 
JIS Operational Plan Status – March, 2010 
Reporting Period: to March 15, 2010 
 


I. Background 
 
In 2008, the JISC directed AOC to modernize and integrate the Judicial Information 
System. For the 2009-2011 biennium, the Legislature appropriated funds to fulfill that 
direction. The budget proviso stipulated that a portion of those funds was for the 
development of a comprehensive Information Technology (IT) strategy and detailed 
business and operational plan.  This strategy included the development of a fully 
operational Project Management Office, the establishment of an Enterprise Architecture 
program, the implementation of a Master Data Management solution, and a focus on 
data exchanges. 
 
To plan the modernize-and-integrate strategy, AOC contracted with two industry 
leaders, Ernst & Young and Sierra Systems.  The firms performed analysis of the 
current business problems, the organization’s capability and maturity to successfully 
implement the modernization and integration strategy, and planned a detailed IT 
strategy to guide the modernization over the next several years. 
 
Upon the completion of an IT strategy and business plan, the Information Services 
Division (ISD) began implementation of a multi-year operational plan with the launch of 
five transformation initiatives in September 2009: Project Management Office (PMO), IT 
Portfolio Management (ITPM), Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM), Information 
Technology Governance (ITG), and Organizational Change Management (OCM). 
 
In addition to the transformation initiatives, AOC ISD continues its work on other 
approved priorities including data exchanges, e-ticketing enhancements, equipment 
replacement, disaster recovery and on-going maintenance and operations of legacy 
systems. 







Administrative Office of the Courts 
JIS Operational Plan Status Update March 15, 2010 
 
 


II. Transformation Activities 
PMO – Project Management Office 
Description 
The next cycle of the Project Management Office implementation project has begun. 
The PMO is responsible for developing and providing a consistent project management 
methodology and standardized tools. It is designed to ensure consistent, on-time, on-
budget completion of all ISD Transformation initiatives and future IT projects. 
Status  
The basic PMO structure, tools, and methodology have been developed and are ready 
for implementation.  Cycle 2 of the initiative is set to begin in late March.  Cycle 2 will 
include review and refinement of the methodology and structure with feedback from 
stakeholders. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Project Management refresher training completed. 
 Next version of the PMO methodology and toolkit completed. 
 PMO responsibilities and activities defined. 
 Develop Implementation Plan. 


• Refine Website Tool – determine integration points with other initiatives. 
• Develop Mentoring and Training Program and Plan. 
• Engage internal and external stakeholders. 
• Refine methodology and structure. 


 


 


ITPM – IT Portfolio Management  
Description 
IT Portfolio Management will allow the JISC and AOC to accurately monitor and 
measure the costs and performance of IT assets in order to make sound decisions 
about IT investments.  Portfolio assets include applications, tools, and services that are 
created, supported or provided by AOC. 
Status  
ITPM will now be done with vendor assistance.  A revised plan is being developed to 
implement a baseline portfolio model and a project manager has been assigned.  The 
project is set to resume in late March.   
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


• Develop ITPM Portfolio definition 
• Develop ITPM Portfolio process 
• Define Portfolio metrics 
• Build initial portfolio 
• Develop initial portfolios 
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ITPM – IT Portfolio Management  
• Develop integration roadmap 
• Develop portfolio reporting plan, processes, methods 
• Develop review process for continuous improvement 
• Conduct initial review 


 


 


EAM – Enterprise Architecture Management 
Description 
Enterprise Architecture Management will provide a framework to ensure that the 
interrelated information technology components such as software applications and 
hardware infrastructure fit together coherently and sustainably to support the AOC 
business mission. Enterprise Architecture also involves adopting a common set of data, 
which will facilitate information sharing among systems and applications. 
Status  
The EAM team is working on current and future state assessments of the Business, 
Information (data), Application, Infrastructure, and Security Architectures.  Work 
continues on the development of Enterprise Architecture vision and principles. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Conceptual future EA Architecture 
 Inventory current services offered. 
 Business Services Portfolio defined (enterprise business capabilities currently 


supported by AOC). 
• Define EA vision and principles. 
• Complete assessment of current Business Architecture. 
• Complete assessment of current Information, Application, Infrastructure, and 


Security Architectures. 
• Define future Business Architecture. 
• Define future Information, Application, Infrastructure, and Security Architectures. 


 


 


ITG – Information Technology Governance 
Description 
IT Governance is the system of policies, processes, tools, and templates used to 
optimize decision-making about IT requests, and to communicate the status of those 
requests to the affected user communities.  It focuses on alignment of IT decisions with 
the overall strategy and delivery of value from investment decisions. 
Status  
AOC and Sierra Systems presented the final IT Governance Framework for approval by 
the JISC on March 5th.  The JISC voted for approval of the concept presented but asked 
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ITG – Information Technology Governance 
for additional documentation on the process.  The ITG team will attend a special JISC 
meeting in May to clarify guiding principles and recommendations for the governance 
process. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Present framework recommendations to JISC for approval. 
 Document IT Governance training plans and materials. 


• Document IT Governance training plans and materials 
• Educate stakeholders. 
• Present ITG policy detail to JISC for approval. 


 


 


OCM – Organizational Change Management 
Description 
Organizational Change Managem foundation and framework to ent (OCM) provides the 
support the changes required by the other initiatives to the organizational structure, 
processes and the people.  An overall goal with OCM is to maximize the value gained 
from the change while minimizing possible negative impacts that might arise.  Attention 
to Organizational Change Management ensures that adequate forethought is put into 
the information that ISD staff, clients and stakeholders receive about the nature, extent 
and timing of the change and that they are adequately prepared for the change. 
Status  
Organizational Change Management has been discontinued as a distinct initiative.  This 
initiative will no longer be separately reported. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Developed Organizational Change Management Strategy and Plan. 
 Implemented Communication and Engagement plans. 
 Criteria for measuring progress against the CMM. 
 Modify/refine Communication and Engagement Plans based on feedback. 


 
III. Other Approved Projects 
Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) 
Description 
Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) was designed to automate the input and submittal of 
parking violations as received by local courts through local enforcement agencies 
(LEAs).  The VRV web portal provides jurisdictions with the technical information they 
would need to begin building data exchanges at their end.   
Status 
Detailed work plan and schedule development are in process, along with pre-
assessment of potential CLJ courts for an extended VRV Pilot Program.  Everett 
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Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) 
Municipal Court was the first pilot court to utilize this service and is enthusiastically 
supporting the rollout to all courts handling these types of infractions. 


Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 
 Communication to recruit courts interested in being a second pilot. 
 Direction by DMSC on second pilot and state-wide rollout. 
 Determine AOC capacity to conduct a second pilot. 


• Identify candidates for second pilot. 
• Complete second pilot. 
• Complete planning for state-wide roll-out. 


 
Feasibility Study – VRV Tolling 
Description 
Tolling as a means to reduce traffic volume and to generate revenue is gaining 
momentum in Washington State.  The ramifications for the Courts with ever-increasing 
caseloads are large, thus implementation of tolling needs to be planned well.  A holistic 
view is needed by the Courts, similar to what the Executive Branch has established, in 
order to mitigate risks associated with the increased volume of customers in the court 
system. This study is required to codify the business case, requirements for all vehicle 
related violations, and recommend possible solutions for implementation. 
Status 
Stage 2 of the feasibility study, which entailed review of solutions other than the tolling 
product purchased by Washington State Department of Transportation, was nearly 
complete when the Legislature passed ESSB 6499, making failure to pay the toll a civil 
penalty, and requiring WSDOT to develop an administrative adjudication process.  
Therefore no further JISC action is needed at this time.  AOC has negotiated with 
WSDOT for reimbursement of most of the cost of the feasibility study.   
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 January – Begin study. 
 Review ETC Product. 
 AOC and Court site visit for requirements gathering and validation. 
 Completed fit gap of ETC solution. 
 Extended review of solutions if product does not meet requirements (Stage 2). 
 Completed feasibility study. 


 
 
E-Ticketing Stabilization 
Description 
E-Ticketing is a Statewide Electronic Collision & Ticket Online Records (SECTOR) data-
collection system that provides Law Enforcement Officers with the ability to create and 
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E-Ticketing Stabilization 
submit tickets & collision reports electronically from their patrol car or other agency 
computer. SECTOR provides an automated, fully electronic process in place of current 
paper-based processes for issuing tickets and collision reports. This effort, supported by 
the eTRIP Governance Committee and program endorsers, is a joint venture of the 
Washington State Patrol (WSP), Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC), and 
Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys (WAPA), the Department of Licensing 
(DOL) and the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT). 
Status 
The next phase of work, to create long-term stability in the system and support future 
enhancements, is in initiation and planning. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


• Project charter 
• Solutions analysis 
• Solution alternative selected 
• Project schedule 
• Solution development 
• Solution implementation  


 
 
Superior Court Data Exchange 
Description 
The intent of Superior Court Data Exchange is to build and implement an enhanced 
technology infrastructure and leading standards to allow flexible access to state superior 
court data. It will also support third-party information exchange with local non-JIS 
systems. 
Status 
Baseline planning continues on the schedule and work plans.  Preparing to begin 
requirements workshops with court work groups. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Statement of Work (services delivered) for vendor engagement. 
 Stakeholder briefings. 
 Kick-off for AOC and vendor project teams. 


• Complete baseline plan and schedule. 
• Complete requirements workshops with users. 


 
 
 


JIS Equipment Replacement 
Description 
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JIS Equipment Replacement 
In accordance with JIS General Policy, equipment replacements for JIS Courts happen 
every five years, as it has for the past 15 years. Equipment such as personal 
computers, serial impact printers, receipt printer  and cash drawers are provided to s
Courts and Clerks Offices throughout the state; additionally, laptops and personal laser 
printers are provided to judicial officers. JIS Courts include such courts as the State 
Supreme Court, three Courts of Appeal, District courts and Municipal courts. 
Status  
The current Equipment Replacement (FY10ER) is on schedule.  Preparing to start FY 
2011 equipment replacement. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Eligible equipment was identified. 
 Eligible courts were contacted and equipment purchased. 
 Contracts were processed and installations arranged. 
 Inventory and maintenance records were updated. 
 Surplus of old equipment arranged. 


• Install equipment.  
• Planning for FY 2011 equipment replacement. 


 
Infrastructure and Operations 
Description 
AOC ISD operates and supports the computer related operational needs of the AOC, 
Temple of Justice, and Court of Appeals, along with the Judicial Information System 
(JIS) application, the Judicial Receipting System (JRS), Superior Court Information 
System (SCOMIS), Judicial and Corrections System (JCS), Appellate Court System 
(ACORDS), JIS Calendaring (CAPS), e-Ticketing and web services, and applications. 
AOC ISD supports the servers (hardware and operating system) and all the software 
necessary to run the applications.  Although existing user applications are dated, the 
systems they run under are current and state of the art. The systems maintained run 
under a variety of programming languages including COBOL, Natural, Java, ColdFusion 
and Unipaas. 
Status  
Excellent system availability and maintenance statistics continue to be maintained. 
Systems have been running at over 99% availability, processing record amounts of end 
user transactions. System response times have also been at their lowest levels.  
Currently upgrading the operating systems on the mainframe servers.   
Sized 53 bills for JIS impacts, and 13 additional bills.  The web team is working on the 
website case search function with a JISC workgroup and a web redesign as requested 
by the Supreme Court.  Added new System Support Analyst and Service Delivery 
Manager as part of capability maturity improvement initiative.   
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 
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Infrastructure and Operations 
 Successful upgrades of Natural and DB2 software integrated within applications. 
 Server upgrades to new technology. 


• Successful disaster recovery tests and security audit. 
• Upgrade mainframe operating systems. 


 





		I. Background

		II. Transformation Activities






 Administrative Office of the Courts 
 
JIS Operational Plan Status – April, 2010 
Reporting Period:  to April 15, 2010 
 


I. Background 
 
In 2008, the JISC directed AOC to modernize and integrate the Judicial Information 
System. For the 2009-2011 biennium, the Legislature appropriated funds to fulfill that 
direction. The budget proviso stipulated that a portion of those funds was for the 
development of a comprehensive Information Technology (IT) strategy and detailed 
business and operational plan.  This strategy included the development of a fully 
operational Project Management Office, the establishment of an Enterprise Architecture 
program, the implementation of a Master Data Management solution, and a focus on 
data exchanges. 
 
To plan the modernize-and-integrate strategy, AOC contracted with two industry 
leaders, Ernst & Young and Sierra Systems.  The firms performed analysis of the 
current business problems, the organization’s capability and maturity to successfully 
implement the modernization and integration strategy, and planned a detailed IT 
strategy to guide the modernization over the next several years. 
 
Upon the completion of an IT strategy and business plan, the Information Services 
Division (ISD) began implementation of a multi-year operational plan with the launch of 
five transformation initiatives in September 2009: Project Management Office (PMO), IT 
Portfolio Management (ITPM), Enterprise Architecture Management (EAM), Information 
Technology Governance (ITG), and Organizational Change Management (OCM). 
 
In addition to the transformation initiatives, AOC ISD continues its work on other 
approved priorities including data exchanges, e-ticketing enhancements, equipment 
replacement, disaster recovery and on-going maintenance and operations of legacy 
systems. 
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II. Transformation Activities 
PMO – Project Management Office 
Description 
The next phase of the Project Management Office implementation project has begun. 
The PMO is responsible for developing and providing a consistent project management 
methodology and standardized tools. It is designed to ensure consistent, on-time, on-
budget completion of all ISD Transformation initiatives and future IT projects. 
Status  
The project approach has been restructured to develop a framework that can be 
operational in time for the launch of other Transformation projects.  The PMO Mentoring 
and Training Program has been removed from the project.  A revised project charter 
and project schedule are currently in development. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Project Management refresher training completed 
 Next version of the PMO methodology and toolkit completed 
 PMO responsibilities and activities defined 
 Develop Implementation Plan 


• Refine Website Tool – determine integration points with other initiatives 
• Develop Mentoring and Training Program and Plan 
• Engage internal and external stakeholders 
• Refine methodology and structure 


 


 


ITPM – IT Portfolio Management  
Description 
IT Portfolio Management will allow the JISC and AOC to accurately monitor and 
measure the costs and performance of IT assets in order to make sound decisions 
about IT investments.  Portfolio assets include applications, tools, and services that are 
created, supported or provided by AOC. 
Status  
The re-scoping of the initiative is near completion.  The project change request 
regarding scope, schedule, and management of the initiative has been approved.  A 
subject matter expert has been brought in to lead the initiative.  A revised project charter 
and project schedule are currently in development.  All the Transformation Initiative 
teams are engaged in finalizing process details and information exchanges relative to 
the ISD Business Blueprint, emphasizing effective integration of portfolio management 
with the Initiate/Endorse and Analysis Phases of governance. 
Upcoming Milestones 


• Develop ITPM Portfolio definition 
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ITPM – IT Portfolio Management  
• Develop ITPM Portfolio process 
• Define Portfolio metrics 
• Build initial portfolio 
• Develop initial portfolios 
• Develop integration roadmap 
• Develop portfolio reporting plan, processes, methods 
• Develop review process for continuous improvement 
• Conduct initial review 


 


 


EAM – Enterprise Architecture Management 
Description 
Enterprise Architecture Management will provide a framework to ensure that the 
interrelated information technology components such as software applications and 
hardware infrastructure fit together coherently and sustainably to support the AOC 
business mission. Enterprise Architecture also involves adopting a common set of data, 
which will facilitate information sharing among systems and applications. 
Status  
The EAM team has drafted EA Vision & Principles that are now being finalized by the 
team. In addition, work is underway to develop the reference models for the future state 
of enterprise architecture. The team has also begun the work on the setup of EA 
Processes and has presented the initial draft on EA Standards development processes 
and EA Governance processes to the architecture team, functional managers and 
project managers. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Conceptual future EA Architecture 
 Inventory current services offered 
 Business Services Portfolio defined (enterprise business capabilities currently 


supported by AOC) 
• Define EA vision and principles 
• Complete assessment of current Business Architecture 
• Complete assessment of current Information, Application, Infrastructure, and 


Security Architectures 
• Define future Business Architecture 
• Define future Information, Application, Infrastructure, and Security Architectures 


 


 


ITG – Information Technology Governance 
Description 
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ITG – Information Technology Governance 
IT Governance is the system of policies, processes, tools, and templates used to 
optimize decision-making about IT requests, and to communicate the status of those 
requests to the affected user communities.  It focuses on alignment of IT decisions with 
the overall strategy and delivery of value from investment decisions. 
Status  
In the second cycle of the governance process, the team will work with the JISC to 
develop guidelines for the IT governance groups.  This includes establishing and 
communicating the JIS budget, project priorities and IT Strategies. In addition, ITG will 
support training workshops, chartering of the four IT review committees and facilitating 
the first Recommendation phase for the Superior Court IT Review Committee. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Present framework recommendations to JISC for approval 
 Document IT Governance training plans and materials 


• Educate stakeholders 
• Present ITG policy detail to JISC for approval 
• Complete training workshops 
• Charter IT review committees 


 


 


 
III. Other Approved Projects 
Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) 
Description 
Vehicle Related Violations (VRV) was designed to automate the input and submittal of 
parking violations as received by local courts through local enforcement agencies 
(LEAs).  The VRV web portal provides jurisdictions with the technical information they 
would need to begin building data exchanges at their end.   
Status 
Completed the baseline work plan and schedule development to define necessary 
activities over the project’s expected performance period to be completed by October 
2011.  Now proceeding with work as defined including finalizing candidate courts for the 
next round of VRV implementations. 


Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 
 Communication to recruit courts interested in being a second pilot 
 Direction by DMSC on second pilot and state-wide rollout 
 Determine AOC capacity to conduct a second pilot 
 Identify candidates for second pilot 


• Complete second pilot 
• Complete planning for state-wide roll-out 
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E-Ticketing Stabilization 
Description 
E-Ticketing is a Statewide Electronic Collision & Ticket Online Records (SECTOR) data-
collection system that provides Law Enforcement Officers with the ability to create and 
submit tickets & collision reports electronically from their patrol car or other agency 
computer. SECTOR provides an automated, fully electronic process in place of current 
paper-based processes for issuing tickets and collision reports. This effort, supported by 
the eTRIP Governance Committee and program endorsers, is a joint venture of the 
Washington State Patrol (WSP), Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC), and 
Washington Association of Prosecuting Attorneys (WAPA), the Department of Licensing 
(DOL) and the Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT). 
Status 
The team is building on the performance analysis conducted in January.  They have 
identified the specific problem areas and developed alternatives for  resolution.  A 
recommendation was presented to and endorsed by stakeholders.  The team is 
currently building a project schedule based on the chosen alternative. 
Upcoming Milestones 


• Project charter 
• Solutions analysis 
• Solution alternative selected 
• Project schedule 
•   Solution development
• Solution implementation 


 
 
Superior Court Data Exchange 
Description 
The intent of Superior Court Data Exchange is to build and implement an enhanced 
technology infrastructure and leading standards to allow flexible access to state superior 
court data. It will also support 3rd party information exchange with local non-JIS 
systems. 
Status 
The baseline work plan and schedule have been completed.  The team is now engaged 
in the first round of requirements development activities for the Docketing Data 
Exchange.  A key court partner is Pierce County Superior Court. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Statement of Work (services delivered) for vendor engagement 
 Stakeholder briefings 
 Kick-off for AOC and vendor project teams 
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Superior Court Data Exchange 
 Complete baseline plan and schedule 


• Complete requirements workshops with users 
• Complete requirements for docketing 


 
 


JIS Equipment Replacement 
Description 
In accordance with JIS General Policy, equipment replacements for JIS Courts happen 
every five years, as it has for the past 15 years. Equipment such as personal 
computers, serial impact printers, receipt printers and cash drawers are provided to 
Courts and Clerks Offices throughout the state; additionally, laptops and personal laser 
printers are provided to judicial officers. JIS Courts include such courts as the State 
Supreme Court, three Courts of Appeal, District courts and Municipal courts. 
Status  
FY2010 Equipment replacement on schedule. This cycle includes growth computers for 
the courts, as directed by the JISC.  The team is beginning to prepare equipment counts 
for the FY2011 Equipment Replacement which will start on July 1, 2010. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Eligible equipment was identified 
 Eligible courts were contacted and equipment purchased 
 Contracts were processed and installations arranged 
 Inventory and maintenance records were updated 
 Surplus of old equipment arranged 


• Install equipment for FY 2010 
• Planning for FY 2011 equipment replacement 


 
Infrastructure and Operations 
Description 
AOC ISD operates and supports the computer related operational needs of the AOC, 
Temple of Justice, and Court of Appeals, along with the Judicial Information System 
(JIS) application, the Judicial Receipting System (JRS), Superior Court Information 
System (SCOMIS), Judicial and Corrections System (JCS), Appellate Court System 
(ACORDS), JIS Calendaring (CAPS), e-Ticketing and web services, and applications. 
AOC ISD supports the servers (hardware and operating system) and all the software 
necessary to run the applications.  Although existing user applications are dated, the 
systems they run under are current and state of the art. The systems maintained run 
under a variety of programming languages including COBOL, Natural, Java, ColdFusion 
and Unipaas. 
Status  
Completed the semiannual March 2010 Disaster Recovery Test on March 19, 2010. 
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Infrastructure and Operations 
This activity is designed to ensure that, in case of a natural or manmade disaster, the 
critical Judicial Information System components will be operational to facilitate the 
courts in administering Justice without delay.  The test was a success and we were able 
to utilize the new tape drives which increased the speed of the system restorations.  
This function is being performed under the direction of the Judicial Information Systems 
Committee. 
The Operations team worked 252 maintenance incidents, and tested and installed new 
JCS updates into production.  The team also implemented the JCS Law Table 
maintenance tool, which enables it to be directly managed without developer 
involvement.  They are monitoring the e-Ticketing application in response to the Slow 
Down or Pay Up safety campaign.  The team updated the Supreme Court website to 
enable staff to maintain the event list and oral argument schedule.  They also created 
an RSS feed to make Supreme Court opinions available to TVW.  Anyone wishing to 
utilize the feed can sign up on the WA Courts Notification page. 
Recently Completed and Upcoming Milestones 


 Successful upgrades of Natural and DB2 software integrated within applications 
 Server upgrades to new technology 
 Successful disaster recovery tests and security audit 


• Upgrade mainframe operating systems 
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BILL ANALYSIS – Impact on the Judicial Information System (JIS) 
ESHB 3178 – Creating efficiencies in the use of technology in state 
government 
 
ESHB 3178 imposes a number of requirements on state agencies to in order to achieve 
coordination, standardization and cost savings in the provision of information technology 
(IT).  It adds reporting requirements related to state agency IT expenditures, requires 
the Information Services Board (ISB) to develop an enterprise-based strategy for IT in 
state government, and requires the Department of Information Services (DIS) and the 
Office of Financial Management (OFM) to review IT governance best practices and 
report the findings to the Legislature. 


I. Regarding the judicial branch, Section 7 of the bill adds a new section to 2.68 
RCW that directs the Administrative Office of the Courts (AOC), under the 
direction of the Judicial Information System Committee (JISC), to do the 
following: 


A. Develop a JIS IT portfolio that is consistent with RCW 43.105.172:  


1. Links among the agency’s objectives, business plan, and 
technology 


2. Analysis of the effect of proposed IT investments on its existing 
infrastructure and business functions  


3. Analysis of the effect of proposed IT investments on the state’s IT 
infrastructure.  


B. Participate in the enterprise-based statewide IT strategy that ISB is 
required to develop using IT expenditure information collected from state 
agencies. (Section 10) 


C. Ensure the JIS IT portfolio is structured to clearly show participation in and 
use of enterprise-wide IT strategies. (Section 7) 


D. Submit the JIS IT portfolio to the Legislature, OFM, and DIS as part of the 
biennial budget process. (Section 7) 


The Legislative Service Center is subject to the same provisions under RCW 44.68. 
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II. The bill also requires AOC to collaborate with DIS to conduct an inventory of IT 
assets owned or leased by state agencies, to be used to inform the development 
of a state IT asset management process. (Section 12) 


III. The bill encourages the legislative and judicial branches to coordinate with and 
participate in shared services initiatives and pilot programs. (Section 10) 


Other provisions of the bill require additional reporting by state executive branch 
agencies.  While the judicial branch is not specifically excluded from those provisions, 
the bill amends Title 43 RCW, which is specific to the executive branch, and those 
chapters of the law have been interpreted generally not to apply to the judicial branch. 


As the bill originally passed the House, it would have made all JIS funding requests 
subject to DIS, ISB, and OFM review.  AOC worked to get the bill amended to exclude 
the judicial branch from such oversight.  The Governor vetoed four sections of the bill 
that applied to DIS and OFM (Sections 5, 13, 14, and 15). 
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